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Abstract
The affordable housing crisis is not new to San Francisco. As it has been made clear
several times, The Bay Area continues to face a crisis of a massive wealth disparity as housing
prices continue to rise as incomes for the top earners have risen dramatically since 1999. In San
Francisco, rents and housing prices are one of the highest in the nation, and people are facing
rent burdens, in which a large portion of their income goes to rent, as for those with low and
extremely low income are facing severe rent burdens, which take up more than 50% of their
income. But it is with this context that we often overlook how affordable housing is created.
What are the systems that drive this complicated machine of affordable housing finance? I
proceed to explain the breakdown of affordable housing finance using two case studies: Rosa
Parks II and 4840 Mission Street to demonstrate that the affordable housing finance system
involves a myriad of both public and private entities to make them possible. With these results, I
recommend that the city take steps to make the affordable housing process more efficient. The
policies including the consolidation and streamlining of the affordable housing process, such as
CEQA exemptions and zoning law reforms, as well as establishing a new public financial
institution that can be able to process affordable housing proposals, gain rapid financing options,
oversee the land acquisition and land costs, all with one application to efficiently produce more
affordable housing.
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Introduction
San Francisco faces a dire affordable housing crisis. The lack of affordable housing in San
Francisco has created a high demand in the affordable housing supply, and an increasing number
of people have been displaced because of this supply deficiency. This crisis has forced people to
migrate out of the area due to the high costs of living and stark job markets not making them
enough money to maintain the costs of housing. Between the Taxpayer's Revolt in the 1970s and
1980s to the growth of the Tech Industry in the present-day Bay Area, housing has transformed
from once what was an achievable goal, to one that is of unrealistic scarcity, especially for those
with mid and low-income households.
As a person of a low-income household that utilizes one of the many affordable housing
programs and initiatives, I know on a personal level the struggles to live in the place where I was
born, raised, and dearly call home. Being disillusioned with the potential reality that I will, one
day, can't afford to live here myself, my relative position to this problem is not one I am alone in.
Many aspiring young folks, those of my generation, and those after me will face the same
struggle as I do, facing an increasingly wealthy Bay Area, and soon, an area that will be
unlivable. Without the necessary job salary that is at least six figures, working for a large tech
corporation or some other major industry here, many do not face an easy path to upward
economic and social mobility.
As the Bay Area continues to grow economically, the incomes of those making more than
$100,000 have increased to 625,000 households, as those making less than $100,000 have shrunk
by 300,000 (Karlinsky 9-10). These major shifts in household income have been reflected by the
increasing migrations of lower-income households out of the city, and the influx of
higher-income households coming into the Bay Area. The Bay Area continues to face a crisis of
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a massive wealth disparity as housing prices continue to rise as incomes for the top earners have
risen dramatically since 1999 (Karlinsky 9). In San Francisco, rents and housing prices are one
of the highest in the nation, and people are facing rent burdens, in which a large portion of their
income, upwards of 25-30% of their overall income, goes to rent, as revealed in a 2018 SF
Planning Housing Needs and Trends report, in which those with low and extremely low income
are facing severe rent burdens, which take up more than 50% of their income (SF Planning Pg.
42). The lack of affordable housing has pushed vulnerable populations such as low-income
households to resort to looking for cheaper housing outside the Bay Area, as the trends report
highlights in 1990, 51% of households classified as low and extremely low income, with a shift
to 2015, revealing that only 38% of households in San Francisco classify as low-income. The
vast wealth equality that is present in the Bay Area has set the stage for the housing inequities to
develop to the point where they are today (Policylink 34). The lack of affordable housing in San
Francisco has left a high demand for affordable housing, and the city's efforts to create more
affordable housing fail to meet the high demand, contributing to the economic disparities seen
today.
To understand why affordable housing is such a major issue in San Francisco, you have to
look at the historic levels of wealth inequality. The Bay Area is teeming with job opportunities,
but yet a large part of the population faces large rent burdens, rising costs of living, and
increasing rates of homelessness and displacement. The rapidly growing tech industry in San
Francisco has introduced a much stronger income group that makes more than 200% area median
income compared to the rest of the population (SF Planning Pg. 35). Many of these new jobs
have increased this particular population by 1.53% (SF Planning Pg. 35). This has created a
major imbalance, contributing to those making between 30% and 50% AMI to move out,
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demonstrated by a decrease of 1.71% of the population to move out of San Francisco, with those
making 50-80% AMI decreasing by 4.09% and those making 80-120% AMI decreasing by
1.24% (SF Planning Pg. 35). Most of the jobs introduced here are high-end tech jobs, along with
major industrial and business sectors operating alongside the tech sector, but a majority of the
jobs are still low-level work, such as restaurants and retail work (Policylink 48).
With such consolidation of the industry, tech, and business all in one place, there have
already been many economic impacts. For many, the Bay Area has a high standard of living, but
that also comes at a high cost. Many lower-income households will never enjoy that high
standard of living because they can barely afford to pay rent let alone afford to eventually obtain
a house (Compass 3). Ever since the Financial Crisis in 2008, home prices have skyrocketed to a
median average of $1.6 million within the last 10 years in San Francisco (Compass 3). It is with
these major financial challenges that lower-income households face, that the affordable housing
crisis takes shape. Many households in the Bay Area, let alone San Francisco, are facing
financial burdens when it comes to mortgages and/or rents. The high prices, should they continue
to rise, will contribute to a rising flux on housing market prices, and contribute to housing
instability in San Francisco. As more and more households are pushed further away from the
city, the city must discuss the stark reality of the expensive housing that continues to drain
households and place heavy burdens on individuals.
The demand for affordable housing is extremely high because of this, but history
demonstrates that this demand has never been met. The lack of available affordable housing has
kept lower-income households struggling to find places to call home and is the center of one of
the largest homeless populations in California (Policylink 32). It is without question that the
wealth inequality that exists within the populations of the Bay Area has been exacerbating the
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affordable housing crisis. The simple solution is to build more affordable housing. A report
released by the San Francisco Planning and Urban Research Association, also known as SPUR,
showed that there needs to be a current supply of 700,000 more affordable housing units, far
surpassing the current amount of 358,500 units constructed (Karlinsky 13). However, it is not so
simple to build affordable housing without having the proper financial backing. Such a large
deficit of affordable housing cannot be built immediately, and the severe amount of demand and
the little supply to provide the growing demand has become a burdensome issue for local
governments. The longer these vulnerable populations have to wait for more affordable housing
to be constructed, the more economic stress they face over longer periods.
San Francisco's Affordability Strategies report revealed that there are nearly 33,000
households that face rent cost burdens, in which over 30% of their income goes to pay rent (SF
Planning Pg. 10). A report done by UC Berkeley demonstrates that between 2000, and 2015, San
Francisco lost about 3,000 low-income Black households, which accounted for a 17% decrease,
which were mainly in historically Black neighborhoods (Verma Pg. 1). With these economic
vulnerabilities underpinning one of the most prosperous regions in the U.S., there needs to be
large, institutional solutions, to fund, secure, and stabilize a steady supply of affordable housing,
while at the same time, ensure that these vulnerable populations will be able to stay financially
stable in a rapidly-growing region. The city's response to these issues has been to increase the
amount of funding towards affordable housing development. Not rarely has been examined how
affordable housing is produced. For the past several years, there have been measures passed by
the city to increase the funds necessary for affordable housing. But how affordable housing is
produced, how it is financed, and where the money is being spent is another question entirely.
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Drawing from the questions above, and to uncover how affordable housing is produced in
San Francisco, my capstone project asks: What do San Francisco's approaches to creating
affordable housing demonstrate about the relationship between governing and financing? This
examination of the city of San Francisco's relationship with private financial institutions when it
comes to financing affordable housing would provide useful insight into why the affordable
housing crisis got to where it is today, introduce a primer for those that don't know how
affordable housing is produced and provide insights on how to improve upon the affordable
housing production process for the foreseeable future.
Within this capstone, I outline and identify three major components in understanding the
affordable housing process: 1) the history of affordable housing finance in San Francisco, 2)
looking at case studies of recent and current affordable housing projects, and 3) breaking down
the components and sources of financing for affordable housing. With these three major
components, the project will be providing the history, guide, and analysis of how the affordable
housing process functions, and identifying the major flaws within the system, and how to rectify
them. Moreover, I critique that the overall system of affordable housing finance is more
complicated than just letting the markets do the work and that government policy becomes more
of a hindrance. I argue that simply spending more money on affordable housing through public
policy is not effective due to the way that the affordable housing production system is set up.
Because of these major flaws within the system, we face a constant battle with not just producing
enough affordable housing, but whether the system is sustainable enough for the city to continue
moving forward.
This capstone is structured as follows. First, I analyze the literature that participates in the
affordable housing conversation overall and specifically narrows down to two bodies of literature
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that outline many of the perspectives and insights in San Francisco: market-based solutions and
housing as a human rights framework. Next, I explain how I obtained the data and the methods
to research this data to answer my research question. Before diving into the two main case
studies that demonstrate specifically how their respective affordable housing projects were
financed, I discuss the evolution of affordable housing finance, what led to the current system set
up today, and understanding how San Francisco came to have the present affordable housing
supply. Then, I break down the components of the affordable housing process, through the
perspective of those that are involved in it, and understanding the flaws and benefits of the
system. Finally, I provide an analysis of the affordable housing process with critiques of its
complicated relationship with the real estate market, private financial entities, and the
inefficiencies of the system. With this research, I hope will provide people with an understanding
of how the affordable housing production system works, how entangled the system is between
private and public entities, and understanding why San Francisco faces an affordable housing
crisis today.
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Literature Review
With the Bay Area being one of the wealthiest regions in the world, the economic engine
of Silicon Valley has made its impact on the cities and local governments. However, this rapid
economic growth has come at a cost; the high cost of housing. For the last 2 decades, housing
prices in the Bay Area have seen rapid changes, one of them being the dramatic increase in
housing prices due to the lucrative job market that is available here. As household incomes
changed dramatically, so did the change in the income population, with the rapid rise of tech jobs
that have six-figure incomes. With these rapidly changing factors in the Bay Area, local
governments have been struggling to come up with proper policy responses to the issue of the
lack of affordable housing. However, the discussion and proposed solutions around affordable
housing often highlight the idea of housing as a right and a universal agreement that there should
be more affordable housing built. San Francisco is an example of using multiple solutions with
various elements to tackle a complex problem. However, San Francisco continuously has faced
the struggles of meeting the demand for affordable housing, as seen today. This has led to no
avail simply due to the reason that it is too expensive. Just as it is expensive to build housing in
general, affordable housing costs just as much, if not more than realized. With these sets of
challenges and recognition of housing as a right, it has to be discussed how this will be funded.
For so long, the conversation has been focused on debating about the idea of housing as a right
and placing that mantra into practice, but when it comes to placing it in practice, the results are
not reflective of the intent, as the demand continues to grow day by day, as the supply of
affordable housing available continues to dwindle. This literature review examines the two main
conversations between economic solutions and the right to housing circles that are involved in
the overall affordable housing conversation.
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Economic Solutions to Affordable Housing
In the aftermath of both Prop. 13 and the economic earthquake that was the 2008 Financial
Crisis, cities began to double down on incorporating more taxation methods, bonds, programs,
and policies that introduced a wide variety of solutions to tackle the complex issue of affordable
housing. San Francisco is one of these examples, with ongoing inclusionary housing policy,
which are policies that utilize revenues from market-rate development and use them towards
affordable housing development. San Francisco has also built a network of development tools,
such as nonprofit organizations that focus on affordable housing acquisitions and management,
using federal funding to use as tax credits for affordable housing programs, and incorporating
private sector entities to drive affordable housing production. To understand how all of this
functions, Samuel Stein’s book, Capital City, discusses the relationship between the current city
and state policies that drive both affordable housing and the real estate market, and the private
entities such as real estate developers and financial institutions that participate in financing and
constructing housing, both market-rate and affordable (Stein 3). To understand affordable
housing, how it is acquired, developed, constructed, and approved, one has to understand the
powerful entities that drive the real estate market (Stein 5). These major players in the process of
housing development are key to understanding why the U.S. faces an affordable housing crisis,
with San Francisco being the epicenter of these issues (Stein 5-6). However, Stein’s book is only
providing from an urban planning standpoint about how governments and policies have pushed
forward for cohesive solutions towards affordable housing production.
Understanding that San Francisco has a wide range of policies that it employs to fund
affordable housing, one has to know what San Francisco does and doesn’t employ to generate
revenue and allocate those funds. These regulatory processes are complex and difficult to
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unravel, but fortunately, when it comes to affordable housing, San Francisco holds a specific set
of policies in its approach to financing affordable housing. Beginning with how California state
policy influences decisions made at the local level, Professor Benjamin Powell, who works for
the Reason Foundation, created a study about housing mandates and using the power of real
estate markets in California to create more affordable housing paints a clear picture of what
California is doing (Powell 2). Powell talks about what California employs as the policy to drive
affordable housing funding, and where that money is going towards, through the idea of
inclusionary housing policy, which is outlined in Powell’s report (Powell 2). However, Powell
also demonstrates a strong bias in the belief that these markets should be left to themselves,
which is conflicting with the issue that the deregulatory practices of Prop. 13 and opening the
real estate markets is what got California running into the issue of the affordable housing crisis in
the first place (Powell 3). Powell makes the point that he is advocating for a market-based
solution, and recognizing that the local governments hinder the development of affordable
housing because of these heavy regulatory processes. Powell makes the point to say that
inclusionary housing policy has driven up prices, lower production of housing, and doesn’t
address the actual affordability problem. Understanding the specifics of the policies that are in
play to fund affordable housing is where Bernard Nzau’s article about inclusionary housing
comes in. His focus is on using land-capture value, which is a policy that allows communities to
reinvest when public investments are made, as a part of inclusionary housing, and explains the
relationship of the city using private real estate markets to drive affordable housing development
(Nzau 2). However, Nzau unfortunately doesn’t go into how extensive inclusionary housing
policy is, nor does he provide the necessary information of how inclusionary housing plays in
practice overall.
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The creation of inclusionary housing policy and the common usage of bonds as ample
ways to fund affordable housing has become a major staple in San Francisco's affordable housing
production. S.F.’s relationship with the local nonprofit organizations in the area that have able to
secure land, construct affordable housing, and managing the properties with the guidance,
approval, and grant-funding of the city is a demonstration of the many tactics San Francisco has
explored, used, and repeatedly refer to when it comes to affordable housing supply. The
conversations around the techniques that S.F. employs to create more affordable housing often
center on inclusionary housing policy as the main method. But understanding how that came to
be, one must understand how this developed on the federal level for California to adopt it at the
local and state levels. This is where Professor Lance Freeman, who wrote about solutions that
have worked to go about producing affordable housing in rising markets (Freeman 217). In his
article, Freeman gives a detailed overview of this relationship between the markets and local
governments, and how they interact through policy and exchanges of funds to contribute to
affordable housing (Freeman 218). Freeman helps answer the questions regarding the market’s
role in funding affordable housing, and its interactions with city governments in terms of funding
not just affordable housing, but market-rate housing development as well (Freeman 2018).
Quigley’s article goes into detail from a regulatory standpoint on how this has worked out.
Quigley conducts a large survey of cities in California and examines the relationship between the
markets and city regulation to see if affordable housing and market-rate housing have been
impacted in some way (Quigley 323). Quigley does face the issue of examining from an
economic standpoint since it doesn’t acknowledge that when major housing developments are
being constructed, such as market-rate housing, the economic impacts of displacement and
gentrification are driven by private real estate developers, which is why cities enact regulatory
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measures to limit these impacts (Quigley 327). These methods that are employed through the
markets rather than through direct government interaction are the result of cities not only being
forced to search for revenues they simply don’t have but also the belief that eventually, the
economic growth in the real estate sector will ultimately benefit communities overall. However,
at the end of the day, the increasing wealth disparities, the state laws that heavily impact cities’
revenues, and the limits that cities can do when it comes to raising enough funding for affordable
housing production to meet the demand have been repeatedly noted as falling short of their goals.
With the construction of these policies as a response to the Taxpayer’s revolt, an analysis
of these policies that will lay the foundation for the current policies seen today in San Francisco’s
response to the affordable housing crisis will define most of this project. It is necessary to look at
their history of policies to understand how they financed affordable housing in the past and look
at what they do now to understand the relationship between local government and financing
when it comes to the affordable housing process. Within the realm of economic solutions
towards affordable housing have discussed the idea of regional directives, in which local
governments that are consolidated within one whole region, such as the Bay Area, need to come
together on a crisis that directly affects all of them. Events such as the 2008 Financial Crisis have
exacerbated the cities in the Bay Area that already face budget difficulties, especially after the
impacts of Prop. 13 legislation. Palm’s article that proposes regional objectives to affordable
housing presents a unique solution; having cities in the Bay Area work together to tackle the
affordable housing crisis as a singular entity (Palm 377). However, Palm’s proposition and the
relationship of Bay Area cities has not been extensive in its research, nor has it been done before
(Palm 378). Palm, like many others, discussed that since the issue is applicable regionally, and
the problem doesn’t simply affect one particular city, cities should look to each other to
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coordinate on policy responses that can alleviate the crisis as a whole, rather than doing separate
things independently. Since the Bay Area is interconnected, it is difficult for one city to respond
without the others being affected just as much. It is a unique voice to have, as the issue isn’t just
situated in one area, but rather, a regional crisis unique in the Bay Area. If there was ever any
consideration in terms of how cities should tackle affordable housing, never has the issue ever
been so interconnected in a region such as the Bay Area.
“Right to Housing” Conversation
Another large part of the affordable housing conversation, and a reflection of the many
economic solutions proposed, is a different framework that focuses on human rights and the
belief that everyone has a right to have shelter. This is a major idea that focuses on housing as a
human right, and not as a commodity, as viewed in more economic-based frameworks. The idea
that housing can be decommodified and be turned into a human rights issue is substantially a
more bold solution that involves the removal of housing from a market standpoint and shifts the
conversation to rather than one about how to create a system of housing that serves universally.
In this conversation, it is under the idea that every person has the right to have shelter over their
head. In achieving this policy goal though, it is hotly debated on how one is to create the
necessary framework to reach this ideal of housing as a human right. For the longest time, the
idea of housing as a human right has never taken foot in the U.S. due to the nature of how the
real estate industry functions.
Understanding this part of the housing conversation involves the idea of what it means in
policy, and with Foscarinis, her article regarding the human right to housing and how to
approach it in the U.S. helps create the basis for understanding what this conversation creates
(Foscarinis 97). In Foscarinis’s work, the idea of a human right to housing revolves around two
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components: the legal framework to justify that all humans have a right to housing and to
identify the justification for why housing should be a human right to tackle poverty (Foscarinis
97). In the other half of this conversation, is a strong moral obligation that everyone deserves to
have a place to stay, and a place to call home. This strong, moral argument is outlined in Chester
Hartman’s work, which discusses the idea that housing should be a human right because,
alongside human rights, there lie the basic economic rights that humans should be able to live
from without suffering the woes of cruel capitalism (Hartman 224). Hartman outlines that the
U.S. is more than capable of providing the necessary funds to make this basic economic right a
reality and that the wealthiest nation in the world should be able to fund such a basic right in his
view (Hartman 224). Even with the acknowledgments made about the realistic limits that such an
effort would undertake, Hartman justifies it from a philosophical perspective that the right to
housing is built on has discussed human rights in a democratic society that ensures that no one
suffers from the burden of poverty and that a democratic society that allows to economic
instability to occur, will become fragile (Hartman 227).
However, another part of this human rights framework uses the same justification but
targets more practical policies. This other part of the conversation is part of the Human Rights
movement, noted by Joe Hoover, whose article regarding the human right to housing and
community empowerment rests on the idea that human rights include the right to housing as
necessary for progress to occur (Hoover 1092). Hoover explains that the universal cover that the
human rights framework provides helps create the justification to achieve better conditions
(Hoover 1093). There is a stronger case to be made that targets human emotion, and one does not
simply abandon the idea that a person should have a place to call home. This specific framework,
as Hoover discusses further, only talks about the framework to achieve the policy framework that
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brings in the idea of community land trusts and tenant eviction protections. He notes that this sort
of change is more practical rather than large idealistic solutions when it comes to affordable
housing, but using the universal language of human rights is the means to achieve these practical
goals as Hoover outlines (Hoover 1093).
Under the framework of housing as a human right, the policy decisions that would form
from such a declaration would go towards substantial affordable housing development. This
conversation of a right to housing is outlined in Bengtsson’s piece about the right to housing as a
part of welfare state theory, which discusses the government’s role on social welfare (Bengtsson
256). Within this school of thought, there is much debate on the meaning of a right to housing.
What does it mean when a right to housing is declared, and what should happen when it is
declared. The current housing policy in the U.S. is viewed as corrective policies, as Bengtsson
makes the clear distinction in how housing markets operate under the federal government
(Bengtsson 257). Bengtsson notes the struggle between housing as a market good and as a
human right, because the difficulties lie in housing being in both worlds, and how state
intervention becomes messy (Bengtsson 257). It is the struggle within this conversation that
approaches achieving the right to housing a major difficulty. The right to housing belief is not
well-defined and has a wide variety of meanings. Bengtsson attempts to explain how this
conversation plays out in Sweden and details that Sweden has similar relationships and dynamics
when it comes to housing development, which draws lines to how similar the U.S. might
function in this housing sphere (Bengtsson 260). However, the policies that go forward with the
right to housing idea in mind still rely on market functions, which Bengtsson notes that there is
no perfect way to get around the fact that housing in the U.S. is reliant on the system of market
distribution to reach those that need and/or want housing (Bengtsson 256-258).
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This struggle on how to separate the idea of a right to housing, which would imply that
housing is supplied not as a market good, but a good from social welfare, is what Mary Patillo
attempts to unlock. Patillo explains that for the longest time, the field of sociology has operated
under the notion that certain factors such as economic disparity, hunger, and various implications
that fall under the umbrella of poverty, had little connection to one’s housing environment; there
was never really any solid field of research that ever asked if one’s housing situation reflects the
circumstances of how they live and how they would live going forward (Patillo 512). This takes
the right to housing conversation into a question of whether housing is a commodity or a right,
and not a basic assumption of how to do it (Patillo 512). The conversation is still in a contentious
debate of whether housing should be treated as a right or if housing could never achieve such
ideals, and will stay permanent as a commodity of the markets. Patillo makes a strong case that
housing has been important not just to how people lived, but how healthy a nation was in an
economical sense; by looking at where people lived and how they lived, one could measure the
successes of a nation (Patillo 512). However, Patillo talks about the history of housing as a
commodity, and the issues of wealth inequality that followed while the housing markets began to
truly take shape in the post-WWII United States. Patillo goes on to dissect the conversation
around the right to housing, which begins with the major idea of decommodifying housing
(Patillo 519). The other side of this right to housing debate is the more pragmatic approach that
involves the idea that people’s needs have not been met, with the continuing rise of home prices,
that a plethora of policy frameworks should be implemented such as affordable housing, public
housing and community land trusts (Patillo 520). Both sides still have to reckon with the reality
that the housing markets make it so that such an endeavor would have to involve large amounts
of capital, as Patillo points out (Patillo 520).
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Understanding how each aspect of affordable housing production functions, and their role
in which they take it, it is clear that there is a large level of complexity and unknown factors
when it comes to seeing it all in practice. Knowing that there is a relationship between governing
and finance that is heavily impacted by the real estate sector, and knowing that Californian cities
are still dealing with Prop. 13 legislation, it is hard to tackle such a multifaceted issue of
affordable housing when the solution itself has grown to be so expensive, cities look to unique
ways to open up tax revenues that weren’t considered in the past. Knowing that the conversations
have been either focused on housing as a right versus letting the markets handle the issue, the
divisive nature and the difficult position that San Francisco faces forces difficult conversations
about how society views the way it defines housing. There is a shortage of affordable housing,
and cities do not have the money to come up with more affordable housing to respond. To figure
out where the money is going to come from should be a larger part of the conversation, but
fundamentally, a major concern of these discussions about the right to housing vs letting the
markets handle it is the very reason that California faces this crisis. This crisis began from the
notion that governments were being too burdensome on the taxpayer, so budgets were slashed
and government revenue shrank. Now California has placed an even heavier burden since the
markets have since then dominated and let housing skyrocket to where they are now. The
changes that were necessary to overcome such a vast crisis replace the perspective on how much
cities have to challenge it.
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Historical Scope of San Francisco’s Affordable Housing Finances
The focus of this capstone project follows a historical timeline of San Francisco’s
affordable housing development, beginning with the era of the Taxpayer’s Revolt in 1978, all the
way to the present day. The affordable housing crisis, and the reason it has become a crisis of
such magnitude in the Bay Area, falls within this timeline. During Reagan’s governorship, not
only were massive cuts made to affordable housing budgets, Proposition 13 was introduced and
then passed overwhelmingly, and is currently an untouchable piece of legislation in California
Politics. The impacts from Prop. 13 legislation have been reflected historically as bad for local
governments, as their revenues were dramatically shrunk, and left with barely any power to be
able to implement effective policies. Since property taxes were kept capped, it contributed to a
complex system of taxation that severely limited policy responses and programs from local
governments. This also created an environment in which real estate prices would dramatically
rise due to the rapid economic growth seen in the Bay Area. These years between 1978 and 2020
would outline the affordable housing crisis as a series of complex issues that come from different
aspects of the political and economic spheres in the Bay Area, and San Francisco was one of the
prime examples of this growing affordable housing crisis. Seeing how these varieties of issues
such as inequalities that exist in the Bay Area, rapid economic growth, rising real estate prices,
local governments having a lack of revenue, and seeing how they make up the larger crisis will
create the necessary picture needed to understand what is the historical context for this timeline
of the Bay Area Affordable Housing Crisis.
Positionality
As a person that grew up in a poor household, my mother resorted to applying for a
Section 8 Housing Voucher in hopes of obtaining secure housing. She got lucky due to a sudden
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reminder that she had applied months earlier and rushed to Santa Clara Housing Authority’s
building near Downtown San Jose to secure her voucher. Every day, she is thankful for such a
program for if it weren’t for it, she and I would be either living in a room, rented out by some
shady landlords, or constantly moving from shelter to shelter, biding our time. I wouldn’t have
been focused on my education, and I wouldn’t have ever given a thought to participate in a
graduate program. The notion that the life that I have today relied on the help that my mother
was able to receive from federal policy is crucial to understanding why I’m in this very moment.
But to understand why I am in this position, and facing financial instability in one of the
wealthiest regions in the world, we have to understand the steps we made for this to happen.
With this project, I aim to uncover the relationship between governance and finance when it
comes to affordable housing, and why San Francisco faces an affordable housing crisis.
My struggles to find stable housing, and constantly being pushed towards obtaining higher
education to push towards a more middle-class standard of living in one of the most expensive
places in the country fuels this project. There will be times that I am biased due to the nature of
where I come from, but this project is not about the discussion of housing as a right. I am shining
a light on a new conversation that needs to take place: how has affordable housing been financed
by local governance, and the shortcomings that it presents to lead to the crisis that is seen in the
Bay Area today. For so long, the conversations regarding affordable housing often lead to the
idea of housing as a right, but that has not translated at all into tangible results. I am still a part of
a vulnerable population that desperately needs affordable housing, but has been constantly
pushed out of the current housing market in the Bay Area. This project is about understanding
the affordable housing process, and what needs to be improved upon to fix its faults. This project
is based solely on research about the history of what San Francisco has done for affordable
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housing and understanding the underlying mechanisms that drive affordable housing. Essentially,
I want to understand why am I in this predicament because if the understanding is that there
needs to be affordable housing, then how has it been funded, and what is the current relationship
between local governance and finance to fund affordable housing.
Historical Scope of San Francisco’s Affordable Housing Finances
The focus of this capstone project follows a historical timeline of San Francisco’s
affordable housing development, beginning with the era of the Taxpayer’s Revolt in 1978, all the
way to the present day. The affordable housing crisis, and the reason it has become a crisis of
such magnitude in the Bay Area, falls within this timeline. During Reagan’s governorship, not
only were massive cuts made to affordable housing budgets, Proposition 13 was introduced and
then passed overwhelmingly, and is currently an untouchable piece of legislation in California
Politics. The impacts from Prop. 13 legislation have been reflected historically as bad for local
governments, as their revenues were dramatically shrunk, and left with barely any power to be
able to implement effective policies. Since property taxes were kept capped, it contributed to a
complex system of taxation that severely limited policy responses and programs from local
governments. This also created an environment in which real estate prices would dramatically
rise due to the rapid economic growth seen in the Bay Area. These years between 1978 and 2020
would outline the affordable housing crisis as a series of complex issues that come from different
aspects of the political and economic spheres in the Bay Area, and San Francisco was one of the
prime examples of this growing affordable housing crisis. Seeing how these varieties of issues
such as inequalities that exist in the Bay Area, rapid economic growth, rising real estate prices,
local governments having a lack of revenue, and seeing how they make up the larger crisis will
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create the necessary picture needed to understand what is the historical context for this timeline
of the Bay Area Affordable Housing Crisis.
Positionality
As a person that grew up in a poor household, my mother resorted to applying for a
Section 8 Housing Voucher in hopes of obtaining secure housing. She got lucky due to a sudden
reminder that she had applied months earlier and rushed to Santa Clara Housing Authority’s
building near Downtown San Jose to secure her voucher. Every day, she is thankful for such a
program for if it weren’t for it, she and I would be either living in a room, rented out by some
shady landlords, or constantly moving from shelter to shelter, biding our time. I wouldn’t have
been focused on my education, and I wouldn’t have ever given a thought to participate in a
graduate program. The notion that the life that I have today relied on the help that my mother
was able to receive from federal policy is crucial to understanding why I’m in this very moment,
and how come it had to be that way. But to understand why I am in this position, and facing
financial instability in one of the wealthiest regions in the world, we have to understand the steps
we took to face the crisis before us. With this project, I aim to uncover the relationship between
governance and finance when it comes to affordable housing, and why not just San Francisco,
but the Bay Area as a whole face an affordable housing crisis.
My struggles to find stable housing, and constantly being pushed towards obtaining higher
education to push towards a more middle-class standard of living in one of the most expensive
places in the country fuels this project. There will be times that I may come off as biased due to
the nature of where I come from, but this project is not about the discussion of housing as a right.
I am shining a light on a new conversation that needs to take place: how has affordable housing
been financed by local governance, and the shortcomings that it presents to lead to the crisis that
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is seen in the Bay Area today. For so long, the conversations regarding affordable housing often
lead to the idea of housing as a right, but that has not translated at all into tangible results. I am
still a part of a vulnerable population that desperately needs affordable housing, but has been
constantly pushed out of the current housing market in the Bay Area. Recognizing the gravity of
my circumstances, and where this project is headed towards my biases regarding affordable
housing will not appear because of what this project is about. This project is based solely on
research about the history of what San Francisco has done for affordable housing and
understanding the underlying mechanisms that drive affordable housing. Essentially, I want to
understand why am I in this predicament because if the understanding is that there needs to be
affordable housing, then how has it been funded, and what is the current relationship between
local governance and finance to fund affordable housing
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Methodology
To answer my research question regarding how San Francisco has funded affordable
housing in the past, how they fund it now, and what does that tell us about the relationship
between governance and finance when it comes to affordable housing, I research and examine
past archival reports of S.F.’s financial practices in the past, what they do now, and begin to
understand how the system operates. Considering the historical significance of state legislation, I
research Prop. 13’s impacts regarding government revenues and how they were affected to
understand why local governments responded to affordable housing issues in the manner that
they did. To fully comprehend how the system works now, I conduct semi-structured interviews
with those who are involved in the process of affordable housing, such as real estate brokers, S.F.
Planning analysts, nonprofit organizations, and affordable housing advocacy groups to construct
the system of financing that San Francisco has created for affordable housing. With these major
players involved in the process to supplement the bulk of the research looking through archival
reports, there also needs to be some understanding of why the city made these decisions (Galleta
25).
Using both semi-structured interviews and archival research will present the best possible
case for constructing a financial history of what San Francisco has done for affordable housing to
understand how this relationship between governance and finance function towards affordable
housing, and how this goes towards understanding why the affordable housing crisis is the way it
is. To understand and be able to lay out this history of what San Francisco has done to finance
affordable housing, there needs to be historical research conducted as the basis. Archival
research presents a case for the institutional record of what San Francisco has done, since the
bulk of this project will bebased on historical records, such as city reports, archival research
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methods will be most useful in this area (Galleta 25). This will come in the form of city reports
from a variety of city departments such as the Planning and Controller’s department to
understand how the city functions. The other side of this project will be to define how the
affordable housing production system works. With this, the semi-structured interviews provided
the necessary answers to questions about how the system functions through a series of questions
that build the basic understanding of how the system works, along with engagement with key
individuals about details and experiences that they might have (Galleta 24). The semi-structured
interviews have been structured to supplement questions regarding how the current system of
affordable housing functions. Many of the questions will revolve around how the system works,
what is their role relative to the affordable housing system, and their challenges with the system
(Galleta 24).
However, since the capstone project examines the past policies that San Francisco
employed to create and finance affordable housing, a majority of the research, which will
centralize on the history of how San Francisco has financed affordable housing in the past, will
be achieved by using archival research through city reports from years past to outline their
methods. It is necessary to construct this history of San Francisco policy to understand why they
are in the situation they are in now, and how they came to those decisions (Galleta 25).
Everything that has been done up to this moment, has been influenced by the history of San
Francisco’s tactics when it comes to financing affordable housing. A lot of this history requires
with grappling California History of Prop. 13 legislation, which has historical ramifications,
which are still seen today. Constructing this history of policy and how San Francisco reacted and
adapted to these changes is necessary to understand what they face now, and what they face in
the future. However, since the issue of affordable housing in San Francisco alone is a large topic
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in itself, the parameters of the archival research will focus on what San Francisco’s policies and
tactics were used to create affordable housing, and the history of San Francisco’s methods to
fund it. Understanding where San Francisco came from in terms of funding affordable housing is
to be able to understand why they are in this moment of crisis, where they are part of one of the
wealthiest regions in the world, but yet, they face one of the starkest affordable housing crises.
But the reports are only able to tell what San Francisco has done in the past, and not what they
can do now.
Supplementing the archival research about what San Francisco has done to finance
affordable housing historically, there needs to be an understanding of the role of those that are
involved in the current affordable housing production process. With the semi-structured
interviews, the aim is to gain a better understanding of how affordable housing is created. Most
of the questions focused on each of the major players in the process, what they do, and how they
do it (Galleta 24). Those that operate in government agencies, such as the S.F. Redevelopment
Agency and the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development, were able to provide
insight into the role that the city plays in managing and developing the necessary means to create
more affordable housing. Housing advocacy organizations such as the Council of Community
Housing Organizations play a pivotal role in pushing for housing policy; Program Director Peter
Cohen was useful in providing those details regarding his role in the overall process. Those that
work in the real estate sector, such as Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation,
provided unique inputs on how they operate in the real estate sector, which has major ties with
how the city obtains the necessary land to develop affordable housing. Understanding how the
real estate sector functions are also crucial to how financial institutions such as J.P. Morgan
Chase and Bank of America function in these spaces since a lot of the funding is often financed
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and managed through financial institutions. It is these interviews that will provide and construct
the current state of how affordable housing is developed in San Francisco (Galleta 24). Overall,
the aim will be to discuss with 4-5 people by reaching out through their organization, through
networking and connections, and with the intent of obtaining at least one person in each part of
the process about how affordable housing is created to gain a sense of how the system works.
Many of the methods and the goals outlined have significant roles to play, but they also
face certain challenges, due to the nature of the issues. Affordable housing is a hot topic in San
Francisco, and many of the stakeholders within this arena of housing often find their viewpoints
in disagreement on how the issue of affordable housing should be approached. The interviews
will present a challenge in terms of asking the right questions without invoking certain offenses
that might lead into tangents about what they feel like affordable housing should look like. With
these interviews, however, the main aim will be to reveal how the system works, and within that
system, how much of this affordable housing production relies on the relationship between local
governments and the private institutions that manage real estate and financial tools. One of the
major challenges will be how difficult it will be to talk to some of these people, depending on
their schedules and considering how interviews, in the beginning, might go if there is enough
information to forgo future interviews. In terms of collecting the archival research data, the main
obstacle will probably be just getting access to reports that might be just hard to obtain on hand,
and recognizing which reports are essential, and which are not as important. Considering how
recently the city has transitioned technologically, it might become a challenge to obtain older
reports to gain the full scope of the timeline. However, getting access to these city reports will be
crucial to understanding the policies and strategies that the city of San Francisco has used over
the years to finance affordable housing. This research will be focused on constructing a financial
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history of San Francisco in terms of how they have funded affordable housing and why they are
in the predicament that they are in now.
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Community History of San Francisco
San Francisco and the Bay Area, Post-Prop. 13
To fully understand where San Francisco has come from when it comes to financing
affordable housing for 41 years, it is necessary to focus on the work of the historical timeline
from the Taxpayer’s Revolt in the 1970s and 1980s that occurred within California to the current
era in 2019. Outlining this period gives a clear picture of the full extent of the Affordable
Housing Crisis, stemming from the legislation of Prop. 13 and its impacts on local government
revenue and examines the history of how San Francisco has reacted to those policy changes in
terms of governance, and how they financed affordable housing. This was the basis for the
historical approach to constructing a financial history of how San Francisco has funded
affordable housing, and explain why San Francisco is facing the affordable housing crisis as they
are today. The aim will be to provide policy solutions on how San Francisco can improve their
financial practices when it comes to creating affordable housing. This research will include an
examination of city reports stemming from the 1970s until the present day, as well as a series of
interviews of how the current system functions in terms of how affordable housing is funded.
To understand why San Francisco funds affordable housing in the way that it does, one
needs to look back to San Francisco’s housing policies and strategies in the past. Between
federal, state, and local policies, San Francisco adopted and overcame many of the obstacles that
were incurred between the Taxpayer’s Revolt in the 1970s and the current era (Citrin 6).
Proposition 13 was one of these damaging policies because capping property tax increases to a
small percentage each year slashed government revenues. With the tax limitations forcing city
governments to re-examine their tax revenues and their budget shortfalls in the long term,
creating affordable housing became a major issue for local governments in California (Citrin 6).
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Citrin’s documentation of the aftermath of Prop. 13 places into the conversation of why did
California get to this point, from the large variety of taxes that were created to close the gap that
was created after limiting property taxes, to creating the complicated decisions that city
governments faced when it came to funding programs and operations to keep running under
heavily-reduced revenues (Citrin 6). Prop. 13 set the tone for other states to follow suit and also
begin to reduce their taxes by imposing restrictions on property taxes and limiting what cities
could do, and leaving it up to the state to decide whether taxation needed to be increased (Citrin
7). Understanding the major shifts in terms of how local governments obtained their tax revenue
after the approval of Prop. 13 in California is crucial to understanding why city governments are
struggling to meet the challenges facing them when it comes to creating affordable housing
today. The impacts that Prop. 13 has had on California for several decades have shaped policy
decisions and development when it comes to all aspects of California governance. When it
comes to housing, the reduced revenue that California faced would forever shake the stability of
affordable housing in California, leaving them with the struggle of closing the gap between the
supply and demand of affordable housing.
City of San Francisco and the Bay Area and the 2008 Financial Crisis
With local city governments having to deal with reduced revenues, their increasing
reliance on economic speculation increases, which is demonstrated by the 2008 Financial Crisis
(Davidson 81). As Californian Cities, San Francisco included, struggle to develop policy
solutions to recover their lost revenue, they begin to introduce more speculatory actors to help
bring economic strength to their cities, which leads to the establishment of the powerful real
estate market in the Bay Area and the rise of Big Tech (Davidson 82). Urban Speculation is a
term coined by Mark Davidson, who explains in his article, that urban speculation is the idea that
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introducing the power of the markets to drive economic growth without having regulated control
from city governments lets local economies become stronger (Davidson 81). The creation and
the solidification of the real estate state in California are especially apparent, with the rapid
construction of luxury condos, apartments, and single-family housing appearing all over the Bay
Area, and Davidson explains the crucial part of the conversation surrounding the relationship
between governing and finance; California’s reasoning to be driven to come to the markets in a
last attempt to revive their shrinking pools of revenue. Cities, such as San Francisco, needed to
develop office spaces for companies to come in so the city can rely on business taxes to generate
more revenues, resulting in the crisis seen today (Davidon 82). The ramifications that Prop. 13,
as Davidson discusses, forced cities’ hands to desperately think of other options that they
wouldn’t have normally ever dared to do (Davidson 82). Davidson’s historical lens and
discussion of Prop. 13 and how cities responded with Citrin’s historical analysis of Prop. 13 and
its impact on California city budgets support the viewpoint that Prop. 13 had set the stage for the
affordable housing crisis to be inevitable.
Since cities faced the loss of revenue and a populace that did not like government
overreach and taxation, local governments were forced to turn to the private sector to fund the
development of affordable housing. This relationship can be seen in the development of
inclusionary housing, which incorporates the markets driving the production for affordable
housing to be created as a percentage of the overall creation of market-rate housing, which
Calavita’s outlines and defines why California used it as one of its major policy tools to
compensate for the lack of government revenue going towards housing (Calavita 150-151).
Calavita’s article about inclusionary housing policy over the last 2 decades helps paint a picture
of how this policy has worked and talks about the impacts it has had on California cities
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(Calavita 152). To supply affordable housing through this market-based policy, for-profit real
estate developers would be able to continue development as long as they were also willing to
also develop a portion of their planned real estate in the form of affordable housing (Calavita
152). It operated similarly to a tax, but instead of paying a tax, it was a tax through the form of
directing the capital to affordable housing development. The percentage that came from this
method is one of the major suppliers of affordable housing. However, the amount that was
produced has not met the demand, as private-sector entities still avoided through various
loopholes and lax enforcement from various local governments. Regular housing development,
in general, has kept pace with the demand, but the housing development here is too expensive
compared to the actual demand. The development of more higher-priced, luxury housing
contributed to a higher demand for lower-income housing. This continues to be the case today, as
prices reach north of two million dollars, as the middle class is barely able to afford the
mortgages these homes command (Calavita 164). San Francisco’s approaches have evolved since
the 1978 legislation of Prop. 13, but San Francisco is still plagued with meeting the demand for
affordable housing as it faces rapid economic growth in a rapidly evolving region.
San Francisco and the Bay Area in regards to Communities of Color
San Francisco has demonstrated to be the face of the affordable housing crisis in the Bay
Area and has attempted to act as a regional leader in terms of how to develop affordable housing
in a sustainable, but quick manner. Marcia Rosen’s piece talks about San Francisco’s affordable
housing policy, its history of the strategies that it employed Post-Prop. 13, and how San
Francisco produced the necessary funds to create affordable housing (Rosen 122). Rosen’s piece
is important to fill in the part of the conversation about what San Francisco has managed to do
concerning Davidson’s and Citrin’s grim analyses of what Prop. 13 did to California overall, and
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Rosen presents what San Francisco was able to do despite all of the challenges cities face, even
though the crisis continues to grow day by day. Rosen makes a major point that to address the
issue now, San Francisco has been employing policy development that involves local, state, and
federal policymakers to have more effective results (Rosen 141).
As these changes occurred over short periods, the issues ran deep along racial divides, as
communities of color were already facing inequitable odds from historical attempts to put them
beneath the supremacy of whites. Since white people, through Prop. 13 legislation, demonstrated
that they didn’t want to see their tax dollars go to nonwhite communities, the tax revolt
succeeded in rapidly pushing down already-struggling communities of color. San Francisco has
shared its own experience of rapid economic development, and thus suffered the consequences of
this, with the neglect of minority communities that weren’t able to afford this new standard of
living, and were displaced because of it (Taylor 17). The conversations that are held within these
communities of color are the focus of Taylor’s book Race for Profit, which presents a story of the
relationship between the banks, the real estate industry, and local governments in the past
constructed a profit system that took advantage of black and other poor minority communities
that were benefitting from the federal mandates regarding racial equity of housing (Taylor 39).
Since these economic changes are happening so rapidly, lower-income households are left with
no choice but to move to cheaper and sustainable locations. Black and Latino households face
the largest wealth gaps compared to their white counterparts (Taylor 39). Taylor’s construction of
the history that has been largely ignored, has now brought new light into an entirely new
conversation of what financial institutions and the markets play when it comes to creating
affordable housing and presenting equitable solutions that give communities of color a chance to
be on the same footing as their white counterparts. Taylor’s explanations and stories are
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presented regarding this construction of profit and power at the expense of communities.
Dougherty’s recent book, Golden Gates, is a San Francisco-based collection of stories and
accounts of how individuals in San Francisco were able and unable to obtain affordable housing,
and the obstacles they faced (Dougherty 1). This includes the narrative from the ground level that
both Taylor and Dougherty discuss in how these communities were facing increasing odds of
those in financial institutions that were willing to exploit them for their gains and those in power
that wanted to reduce spending and balance budgets at the expense of those that desperately
needed affordable housing to stay economically stable.
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Part 1:Evolution of Affordable Housing Policy and Finance in San Francisco
The Retreat of Federal Housing and Urban Development Funding
Before Proposition 13 was passed in 1978, California had no reliable system of producing
affordable housing. Much of the priority at the time was not about affordable housing, but rather,
focusing on other policy matters, such as lowering taxes, growing more industry in California,
and developing more single-family housing. To produce more affordable housing, particularly
for seniors and disabled people, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
began to enact several programs to fund the construction and development of affordable housing
projects. One of these programs was known as the Community Development Block Grant
Program (CDBG), which San Francisco utilized to fund its social welfare programs rather than
the actual intent of the money, which was supposed to go towards the development of more
affordable housing for unhoused seniors and disabled people (Rosen 7). In the face of Prop. 13
and the effects it had on government revenues, the city decided that these funds, originally
tailored for affordable housing development, would go into other areas of priority, such as social
services.
Figure 1: Federal Government Funding used on Housing Assistance Programs
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At this time, the Federal Government decided to use the power of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development to fund most of the affordable housing finance. According to a
recent report by S.F. Planning on federal funding, HUD funding had increased from the 1980s up
until 1995, in which the decline in federal funding began, with 2016 ending up being lower than
federal funding in 1980 (See Figure 1). This also counts for various programs at the federal level,
which have also declined, demonstrating the issues with federal funding being not there for many
localities, and the lack of political will to push for more affordable housing development.
Programs such as HOME and Community Development Block Grants have become increasingly
more difficult to utilize for many localities, not just in California, to come across because the
pool of money has declined over the years (See Figure 2). Adjusted for inflation, the money that
HUD had provided has not kept up with the demand of affordable housing needed, which
influences what San Francisco faces, making San Francisco develop other options to continue
financing affordable housing (See Figure 2).
Figure 2: Federal Funding through HOME and CDBGs from 2003 to 2016
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San Francisco Local Advocacy Groups Fight For More Affordable Housing
However, since affordable housing was rapidly becoming an issue amongst local San
Francisco residents, this was adding insult to injury (Rosen 7). This was not going to be
overlooked by local community affordable housing advocates, and they pushed the city to be
transparent about where the money was supposed to go and managed to pull significant sway
over the city of San Francisco. The city ended up being under fire from HUD and was forced to
set the $30 million that the city received in funding, and used the money towards its intended
purpose; to develop and build affordable housing units (Rosen 7). The group that was able to
succeed in holding the city accountable was eventually formed into what is known currently as
the Council of Community Housing Organizations (Rosen 8). This organization was able to
ensure that the city would not only commit the money received from HUD towards the proper
purpose but commit another $5 million annually afterward towards land acquisition and housing
rehabilitation (Rosen 8).
However, many of the programs that HUD would employ would soon fall to the impacts
that HUD faced over the next 2 decades, which was lack of funding and mismanagement at HUD
which would lead to federal funds drying up. Combined with the Tax Revolts that occurred in the
late 1970s and throughout the 1980s and 1990s, San Francisco faced increasing obstacles to
properly fund affordable housing development. Due to dramatically reduced tax revenues, the
city of San Francisco was ill-prepared to react to the dramatic shortfall in the budget a year after
Prop. 13 passed. Due to the nature of Prop. 13 itself, it set the stage for real estate development
and market speculation to enter the picture and seize the opportunity to make California real
estate lucrative. The rapid expansion of single-family housing and high rates of market-rate
housing being developed soon enveloped not only San Francisco, but the Bay Area as a whole. A
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performance audit conducted on San Francisco’s affordable housing policies in 2012 revealed the
results of the city’s policies falling short of the goals outlined by the Association of Bay Area
Governments’ projected goal (Rose III).
The performance audit also reveals that due to the massive decrease in spending from the
federal level, the city was facing massive shortfalls to affordable housing needs, and thus, the
impact was felt through a massive decrease in financing affordable housing in the period from
2007 to 2011 (Rose VIII). With this, the city was facing increasing challenges due to the lack of
funding from the federal level. However, the city also demonstrated, as Rosen points out, that the
city was also negligent to respond to the affordable housing needs for a period from 1996 to
2008, and organizations such as the Council of Community Housing Organizations, had to
advocate for policies, bonds, and various other policy measures to secure funding. Local
advocacy groups like CCHO played a crucial role to ensure the city was held accountable to
develop more affordable housing (Rosen 10).
Local affordable housing advocacy groups, parts of the community in San Francisco, and
affordable housing advocates continued to play a major role in making sure the city was doing its
job to produce affordable housing. They also participated and helped develop bonds and
measures that would also fund affordable housing production to ensure the needs of the
community were met. Within the performance audit that was conducted in 2012, the report made
a key finding that most of the affordable housing that was developed through various sources
from local, city, and state levels of organizations and governments, the total combined amount of
funding was over $1.9 billion, more than double than what federal sources could offer in 2012
(Rose II). Most of the funding that comes from local and city sources usually derives from
measures and bonds that are voted upon by the voters in San Francisco, and the city makes great
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effort to expand their pool funding from their general fund, and before the dissolution of the San
Francisco Redevelopment Agency in 2011, much of the affordable housing fund that the city
managed had stable revenue from tax-increment financing, which was a form of financing that
relied on the process of paying for redevelopment with anticipated property tax revenues from
the redevelopment itself (Rose 61). In short, if the city wanted to pursue an affordable housing
project, city governance would use tax-increment financing to avoid creating new taxes, and
often became one of few options for municipalities to finance affordable housing effectively.
Financial Crisis of 2008 Changes the Landscape
The Financial Crisis of 2008 heavily impacted California and California ended up being
the epicenter of the housing bubble that began to collapse. Since California was one of the largest
economies in the U.S., California ended up being heavily impacted the most by the Financial
Crisis, which revolved around the housing market crash that relied on subprime mortgage loans
that were carelessly monitored and traded on by large investment firms, banks, and private
financial institutions (Bardhan 2). As the Financial Crisis continued to take its toll, California
experienced the largest job loss compared to the many states affected by the crisis, with over 1
million jobs lost from early 2007 to late 2009 (Bardhan 2). As the crisis rolled on, the wealth
disparity continued to be apparent, as governments were reeling to recover from the Great
Recession, and focused on providing social services in stark economic conditions. With this,
industries that were already heading into long-term downturns were eventually run into the
ground, such as manufacturing and retail (Rosen 39). At the expense of now aging job sectors,
the tech sector saw a massive boon to their growth, seeing their industry grow dramatically, and
seen today, tech giants like Apple, Google, Microsoft, and various others dominate the new Tech
Economy (Rosen 39). A new influx of highly wealthy tech workers joined the population of the
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Bay Area, including San Francisco, as prices began to recover from the Great Recession, but the
existing, native population was soon priced out of that rapidly growing market (Bardhan 24).
Many of these populations, often immigrants and communities of color, were exposed previously
from the Great Recession, seeing their wealth drop 3.1% compared to their much wealthier
counterparts in the top 1% of America’s richest, seeing their wealth grow a dramatic 22.2%
during the midst of the Great Recession (Bardhan 16). These disparities contributed to the high
demand for affordable housing, which didn’t exist in any capacity for local governments such as
the city of San Francisco to provide, and the city’s sluggish affordable housing production
system, which relied on revenues from a healthy economy, were erased by the losses incurred by
the recession (see Figure 3). The problems that were seen long before the Recession, were
amplified by the Great Recession of 2008, with its effects still seen today.
Figure 3: S.F. Affordable Housing Past Funding by Sources
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S.F. Redevelopment Agency to Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development
Funding that came from the city was impacted by loss in revenue, along with funds drying
up in multiple places. Before 2012, tax-increment financing was one of the major tools that the
city of San Francisco relied upon to fund their affordable housing pool of funds, which is the
most stable out of the many sources of revenue. After the elimination of using tax-increment
financing to fund affordable housing needs, the city of San Francisco turned to use impact fees,
increased the amount of inclusionary housing development, and various other funds from local
and state to make up the gap lost (Rose 60). However, the city failed to meet the affordable
housing needs goals outlined by the Association of Bay Area Governments, and by this time,
market-rate housing reached new heights, with homes being priced at an average of one to two
million dollars (Rosen 40).
Figure 9: Affordable Housing Funding Going Forward
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Figure 9 Part 2: Affordable Housing Funding Going Forward

At the state level, funding for affordable housing helped, but it wasn’t a significant enough
impact to help ease the affordable housing crisis throughout the state of California. Similar to
what happened at the federal level of governance, the reduction in revenue because of the
impacts of Prop. 13, the California State Government lacked the necessary funding for affordable
housing development (See Figure 9). The performance audit reveals that state and federal
funding has fallen dramatically across the United States, which influenced the fall in affordable
housing finance that cities across California were struggling to fund (Rose 63). Cities, such as
San Francisco, turned to bonds, inclusionary housing policies, and impact fees to let private
developers continue building market-rate housing, but also spur on as much affordable housing
development as possible.
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Rise of the Tech Industry in San Francisco
Since housing in the Bay Area has been historically expensive for the last 2 decades, San
Francisco has faced increasing turmoil to alleviate the lack of affordable housing supply. A joint
research and policy recommendations report done by the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission and the Association of Bay Area Governments outlined the circumstances within
not just San Francisco, but the Bay Area as a whole. The report outlines many of the regional
housing issues that are seen across various counties such as San Mateo, Alameda, Santa Clara,
and Contra Costa, to name a few. The report explains that due to the wealth inequality that has
dramatically expanded within the last 10 years, combined with policy responses that have been
unable to effectively address the shortages in affordable housing (Heminger 10). However, it is
interesting to note that out of the various counties in the Bay Area, San Francisco has contributed
to the greatest amount of effort to push for more affordable housing funding, with Santa Clara
and Alameda Counties making up 62% of the affordable housing units authorized in 2019 (S.F.
IR). San Francisco, in particular, has 99% of the new units to be authorized and constructed to be
designated as multi-family housing, with Alameda, San Mateo, and Santa Clara counties
contributing their authorizations to more than 60% of the new housing to be multi-family. It is
unsure however if these new housing projects are going to be affordable, and whether any of
them will end up alleviating some of the demand.
Concluding Thoughts on Historical Impacts
The importance and the weight of community housing advocacy organizations in San
Francisco have continued to push for more funding towards affordable housing, even during the
tech boom that has been seen in the Bay Area. Professor Calvin Welch, who is a longtime native
of San Francisco, and an affordable housing advocate, has participated in many of the measures
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and bonds that helped fund affordable housing development in San Francisco. From his
perspective, the city needs to shift its focus from the development of market-value homes, and
focus solely on affordable housing development (Welch). The reason that he states this is that he
has seen again and again the continuous change that the city has gone through over the past
decade, and he sees that the city has struggled to understand that continuous development to
increase supply isn’t necessarily the best answer (Welch). He views the recent affordable housing
legislation and bills as victories, but that there is still a long way to go (Welch). Without the
necessary community support and advocacy at the local level, there would be inequitable issues
arising within San Francisco, and Welch explains that he is there to represent those that are
voiceless, and he pursues the notion that the city needs to re-examine its approaches to how
affordable housing is obtained and pushes for necessary reforms to make affordable housing
sustainable, but reflective of the community needs (Welch).
Much of the housing that is now developed comes from inclusionary housing policy,
which helps contribute to more affordable housing whether through a percentage ratio or through
impact fees that the city of San Francisco then directly funnels back into affordable housing
production. The transformation of San Francisco policy in terms of how the city has financed
affordable housing has been not a matter of political thought, but a conflict between the markets
and the communities on how the money should be spent for affordable housing, and how to
address the inequities of housing needs in San Francisco. Now, the city faces a surmounting
challenge as home prices continue to price out more and more of their residents, forcing
displacement and widening the gap of wealth inequality ever so more.
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Part 2: Breaking down the Affordable Housing Case Studies
The two case studies that I have used within this capstone were examples of recent
affordable housing projects in San Francisco. One, provided generously by the Tenderloin
Neighborhood Development Corporation, was completed as of 2019, and currently serves as a
part of a community in San Francisco, aptly named Rosa Parks II, as part of two complexes that
were packaged and approved by the city. The other case study is 4840 Mission Street, a more
recent development approved by the city, but has not been constructed as of 2020. The
application features a breakdown of the permanent financing sources that the project will utilize
to be funded. The following will analyze the two case studies to understand and unpack how
finance functions within the context of affordable housing.
Case Study #1: Pro Forma of Rosa Parks II
Rosa Parks II, located in the Western Addition, was a proposed 98-unit affordable housing
development headed by the Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation. Rosa Parks II
was the sister complex to Rosa Parks I, also located in the Western Addition. The funding for
Rosa Parks II was $49,235,996 (Pro Forma #1). The complicated nature of funding sources, as
expressed earlier, is demonstrated within the B-SVB section of the pro forma, where the section
provides a detailed breakdown of the financing and budgeting that went behind the Rosa Parks II
project. The project already demonstrates a heavy reliance on not just the amount of financing
necessary for the project to be feasible, but the variety of the sources that were to be involved in
the financing of the affordable housing project.
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Snapshot of Pro Forma for Rosa Parks II

How Rosa Parks II was financed
A majority of the financing comes from private financial institutions in the form of loans
to provide the upfront costs of the project. With these loans, TNDC was able to acquire
$29,866,172 in the form of 2 loans from the Mechanics Bank and Silicon Valley Bank (Pro
Forma #1). The details regarding the loans are unknown, but they were classified as construction
loans. Since it was classified under the label of a construction loan, it is best to assume that the
loans were going to be provided within a short-term agreement, as most private financial
institutions do lean towards the latter when it comes to providing more short-term loans
compared to their public sector counterparts. Since the construction costs are identified as hard
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costs, which means that the costs are upfront and needed to get the project going, the project was
reliant on large and immediate loans needed to jumpstart the project, turning it into a reality.
In the context of equity, noting that the complexities of the financing necessary to make
affordable housing not only possible but realistic do raise concerns of how sustainable the
development of affordable housing can make it. Don Falk, who heads the TNDC, stated on
multiple occasions that the complexities of affordable housing finance contribute to the overall
costs necessary to get a project up and going (Falk). Since the process requires a lengthy and
complex process, the time often eats up the costs, increasing it further, and extending the time
that affordable housing can be constructed. Many of the costs are upfront during the construction
phase of the project, thus the reliance on immediate funding from private institutions, in this
case, the Silicon Valley Bank headed the majority of the nearly $30 million that was needed for
this particular project.
Where the rest of the costs are covered are through a mix of funding from local, state, and
federal sources that make the project feasible in covering the other half of the costs. From the
architecture services needed to establish the vision of the project, various fees from various city
policies and regulatory practices, the costs of the legal permits, and various other minor costs
make up the bulk of the soft costs, which aren’t upfront but are often needed throughout the
project’s initial process. The soft costs for Rosa Parks II, which considered all of the various
processes and procedures that the project went through, was $10,408,969 (Pro Forma #1).
Many of these costs would end up being covered through the mix of funding sources from
the public sector, and various parts of the private sector. The Mayor’s Office of Housing and
Community Development would end up contributing $14,134,123 towards the project, with the
permanent loan being paid throughout an undisclosed period, but the average affordable housing
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project ends up not paying the loan, as the city ends up forgiving it after a significant amount of
years, depending on how the project functions. HUD 202 is a program within the Federal level of
governance that provides money to multifamily housing projects with a focus on supportive
housing for the elderly. This federal program would provide $15,275,000 to the project’s budget
in the form of a tax subsidy to make the costs of the project more feasible (Pro Forma #1). What
is relatively unknown, and probably buried somewhere within the pro forma without a clear
understanding of where the equity source comes from, is over $17 million invested under what
the pro forma describes as an equity source. The Federal Home Loan Bank Affordable Housing
Program noted on the pro forma contributes to $970,000 for the necessary last part of the
funding, which is also made up through a series of private equity partners that are identified as
general partners within the pro forma (Pro Forma #1).
The total overall costs initially were going to be $49,516,049, but the revised budget for
the project provided a more accurate proposal for $49,757,307.20, which ended up being the
overall costs estimated for the project (Pro Forma #1). Over time, the project, which was started
in 2013, with Rosa Parks being completed as of 2016. It currently serves 98 senior households at
the corner of Turk and Webster street within the Western Addition. Over 3 years, the project
required 6 sources of financing for the project to be realistically feasible and created by the
necessary political will to go through with it.
The pro forma already outlines the vast importance of private financial entities to provide
the upfront costs and the costs accrued throughout the affordable housing development. 60% of
the finances that were involved in the development of Rosa Parks II were derived from private
financial institutions, while the other 40% of finances came from a mix of local, state, and
federal funding and programs. Ignoring the dominant nature of the private real estate markets
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and the role of private financial institutions within the project, it is also worth mentioning the
complex nature of how an affordable housing development is financed. Across the multiple
interviews that were conducted in regards to this issue, various people have expressed the
complicated nature of how these projects are financed. Comments notwithstanding about their
particular views, individuals like Sam Moss and Don Falk express that the system overall does
its job, but that the system is also inefficient, as demonstrated with the various sources that need
to be involved in making a project realistic.
Concluding Thoughts on Rosa Parks II
In the lens of equity, as Susan Feinstein defined, the nature of how the city approaches
affordable housing development simply isn’t sustainable. Feinstein outlines that equity involves
and assumes that the policies redistribute benefits, whether they are goods or services, to not
benefit those that are already better off, and target those that lack it. Within this system of
affordable housing production, it is difficult to say that it is redistributive. Within the context of
Rosa Parks II, the seniors that will live there will certainly benefit, and that is a public good that
should be maintained as such. At the same time, the costs and time it takes to get projects like
Rosa Parks II to completion, often involve multiple private financial partners to make it a reality.
It requires a significant amount of money that comes from private financial sources and
investors, to produce 98 low-income units over 3 years. In the narrow context of Rosa Parks II, it
should be touted as another success for affordable housing advocates for an affordable housing
project to be completed, but in the larger context of the gaps that the city is trying to fix, it only
acts as a bandaid to the overall circumstance. By looking at Rosa Parks II, and its pro forma,
there is a clear understanding of how projects are financed, the reality of how difficult these
projects are, and recognizing the flaws firsthand.
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Focusing on Rosa Parks II, there is already major pressure on a nonprofit developer, such
as the TNDC, which relies on many private entities, that are either willing to invest, or agreed
upon with loans that are often viewed as expensive and place pressure on nonprofit developers to
pay off the initial amounts of debt. Since 60% of the costs are derived from private sources, it is
easy to understand why the private financial institutions play a vital role in not just the funding
but determining the size and scale of the project. At the end of the day, there are going to be
costs, and for Rosa Parks II, the costs are high, with the overall result of the project being near
$50 million for 98 low-income units to house seniors and maintain their care. The city does and
should value vulnerable populations, but the amount needed to fulfill all of the needs that are
required for an equitable outcome does not line up with the current system that is in place.
Rosa Parks II isn’t alone in this manner, as many of the affordable housing projects,
whether completed or still on the waiting list to be financed, demonstrate that it is possible to
build affordable housing, it is a matter of how much the city is willing to commit making the
system more effective to the crisis at hand. A slow process, combined with high costs to develop
the project, along with the political nature of development in San Francisco, contributes to a
complicated network of financial tools to empower the city to push through affordable housing
projects that are outpaced by the demand of the people that can’t afford to live in the city. Many,
including individuals that worked within city government, have acknowledged that the
production of affordable housing has lagged for years, but that political will is difficult to find to
overhaul the system as a whole.
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Case Study #2: CTCAC Application for 4840 Mission Street
On September 24 of 2020, the California Tax Allocation Committee approved various
affordable housing projects across the state of California. One of them was the BRIDGE
Development project at 4840 Mission Street. They were planning to build an affordable housing
complex that would be developed in the Excelsior District on 4840 Mission Street. The project
aims to build 137 units, all affordable housing, making it another 100% affordable housing
project added to San Francisco’s slowly growing supply of affordable housing. The housing
development itself is a mixed-use development, which will also include public spaces,
commercial space, and providing the space for the Mission Neighborhood Health Clinic
(BRIDGE P.O.). The finances of this project have been shown through the California Tax Credit
Allocation Committee application, which most of the affordable housing projects go through to
gain the necessary grants and funding at the local, state, and federal levels. This application
process falls under the role of the California State Treasurer. The following will break down the
financing for 4840 Mission Street, and then provide an analysis of the financing for the
mixed-use affordable housing development.
Chart of the Construction Financing for 4840 Mission Street
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The Breakdown for Financing 4840 Mission Street
Within the CTCAC application, 2 sections outline the finances of the project; construction
financing and permanent financing. They both represent the same amount, but they show
different categories about where the money is coming from. The construction financing lists all
of the financing sources that are needed to complete the construction process of the housing
development. The largest financier of the project is Bank of America through 2 loans. The 2
loans represent about 60% of the funds for financing the mixed-use affordable housing
development (CTCAC 15). The 2 loans bring in a total of about $57,813,514 towards the
construction financing portion, which also leads to permanent financing. The other 40% of the
financing comes from the San Francisco Office of Housing and Community Development, which
totals $33,625,775 (CTCAC 15). Unlike the Rosa Parks II development, the main source of this
financing is through a tax-exempt financing system. The tax-exempt bonds are forms of debt
issued by state and/or local government agencies that usually go towards developing affordable
housing development, such as this affordable housing mixed-use development on 4840 Mission
Street.
Compared to Rosa Parks II, 4840 Mission Street’s main source of financing isn’t through
various pools of financing that come from different programs, such as the community
development block grants and the HOME Investment Partnership Act. Most of the funding
comes from a major private lender that can provide a large chunk of financing, along with the
local government pitching in the other half of the financing needed. This tax-exempt financing
demonstrates yet again the importance of private financial entities within the affordable housing
development space but also places a unique emphasis on local governments taking the necessary
steps to play a larger role than they once were. San Francisco, in particular, demonstrated a
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significant portion for this particular project, through a series of fees, grants, and public funds,
the city was able to offer out a long-term, low-interest loan, to sustain and push for the
construction of this project.
The total overall costs for 4840 Mission Street are at $99,992,340, which represents the
construction costs with the permanent funding and the tax credits included. The CTCAC
provides a more detailed breakdown of the construction costs, whether major or minor. What
differentiates this project from the existing Rosa Parks II is that there is also the nature of a
conversion cost. This conversion is based on the fact that the current space where the mixed-use
development is occupied by the Valenti Marini Perata Funeral Home (BRIDGE P.O.). The
funeral home has since then been defunct, but the conversion costs are noted within the financing
breakdown, with a cost of $2,955,638 (CTCAC 15). These costs, alongside the developer fee, are
built into the overall financing totals for the project. A more accurate representation of this
financing is found in the permanent financing, in which the same breakdown is demonstrated,
but in more simplistic categories: the Bank of America total loan value and the Mayor’s Office
of Housing and Community Development loan (CTCAC 17). Since the project was recently
approved as of September 24, 2020, when the application was approved and able to receive the
necessary funding, construction of the development will start soon, as the groundbreaking
ceremony was conducted October 15, 2020.
Concluding Thoughts on 4840 Mission Street Development
It should be noted that 4840 Mission is one of the first projects to be developed in the
Excelsior District, which garnered headlines when it was first announced. An announcement by
the Office of Mayor London Breed proclaimed the development as “much-needed affordable
housing for working families” as part of the overall intention to break ground after the necessary
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financing was made (Breed 7). Within this announcement, it touches on how the land was
obtained, which was through the San Francisco Housing Accelerator Fund, which helped acquire
the land for $9 million through an acquisition loan. In collaboration with HOPE SF, 35 of the
total 137 units that will be designated as affordable, will be occupied with HOPE SF residents
that were being relocated from Potrero Terrace and Potrero Annex (Breed 6). The announcement
also detailed a timeline of the process, which started in 2015, with 2017 being the year that they
were able to obtain the land for redevelopment into the current project detailed as 4840 Mission
Street.
While it is a great achievement for the city to be able to have the financial means to
develop the project, it is also concerning to see how long the process takes from 2015 to 2020,
when they were able to finally get the necessary financing approved by the state government.
Through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development, with help from the San
Francisco Housing Accelerator Fund, was this project able to take shape, and steps closer to
reality. It takes several entities to move the necessary means for a project, like 4840 Mission, to
become realistic, just like how Rosa Parks II was. However, the issue of affordable housing is
that there is a growing demand over time. Cities change and fluctuate, with more issues
compounded per day. As the population grows, so does the number of those that need affordable
housing. San Francisco needs to develop more sustainable, efficient, long-term solutions, and
this system, for how much it can get projects to completion, does not serve in the best interest,
because low-income households do not have the luxury of time.
Like Rosa Parks II, 4840 Mission Street is a culmination of the efforts between local
government, private financial entities, and advocacy from community members to create and
contribute more affordable housing development to a community within San Francisco that
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needed affordable housing. If more affordable housing is going to be created and developed for
communities in San Francisco, the financial means to get there isn’t fast enough, nor is it reliable
to be able to produce the necessary affordable housing units, as the problem compounds over
time. In terms of how affordable housing projects are financed, between both 4840 Mission
Street and Rosa Parks II, there is no denying the importance of all the components needed to
make a project a legitimate reality. However, the concerns of sustaining a constant amount of
financing, due to the rising values in San Francisco, is another matter.
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Part III: Unpacking the Process to Finance Affordable Housing
The Breakdown of Affordable Housing Finance
The other source for affordable housing production is through various methods of grants
and funds set aside for 100% affordable housing development. This is just directly supplying and
constructing affordable housing units without any complications. How this is produced is
through a series of loans, grants, and credits that places the money in the hands of city-funded
organizations that are responsible for developing and allocating the resources and the land to
manage affordable housing complexes, or to directly construct new affordable housing units.
Sometimes, many of these organizations play both roles to maintain and grow a limited supply of
affordable housing.
The following will explain the breakdown of the major sources of financing and funding
for affordable housing units, specifically talking about the production of low and
moderate-income housing units. Much of this information is derived not only from a white paper
report provided by S.F. Planning, but also through the 2 case studies that were previously
discussed: the TNDC pro forma of Rosa Parks II, and the CTCAC application for 4840 Mission
Street by BRIDGE Housing.
Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development
The San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development was
established after the dissolution of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, which, until 2012,
was the largest source of funding for affordable housing development. Now, the office has been
reassembled into the Mayor’s sphere of influence, working on acquiring the necessary financing
to fund affordable housing projects throughout the city and county of San Francisco, and
administering the necessary capital and guidance to preserve and create affordable housing units
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for low-income and extremely-low income households. It should be made clear that the MOHCD
is only responsible for maintaining the necessary revenues to finance affordable housing; the
spiritual successor of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency is now known as the Office of
Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII). The OCII oversees the development of major
construction projects and also takes the mantle of the previous Redevelopment agency, and the
obligations it made in previous years. The OCII also serves as a major administrator of the funds
used in affordable housing projects and oversees their development to serve prior engagements
its previous institutional predecessor made.
Affordable Housing Program General Fund
Most of the revenue that comes into affordable housing comes from the city’s general
fund, which derives its sources from various measures and bonds voted by the residents of San
Francisco. Many of the affordable housing measures and bonds that are placed onto the ballot
usually succeed, depending on where the funds are being drawn from. Taxation of more wealthy
interests, through a formation of payroll and gross income taxes usually face more difficult
opposition. In recent years, there have been several measures that have passed in favor of
funding more affordable housing production. The success of measures such as Proposition C in
2018, which opens $300 million from gross receipts taxes on San Francisco’s largest businesses,
and Proposition A, which was a $600 million bond allocated for affordable housing helps drive
the general fund and ensures that there is always money for affordable housing development.
State Sources
Another component of affordable housing development comes from the state, and for the
California State Government, agencies such as the Affordable Housing and Sustainable
Communities Program, and the California Department of Housing and Community Development
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play a vital role in helping finance affordable housing projects across the state. However, before
recent years, the state had declined in funding for a large portion, which resulted in a lack of help
from the state, leaving cities unable to respond effectively when it came to pushing through
affordable housing production. Many of the cities are dominated by commercial property sprawl.
The following is a breakdown of how the state government funds affordable housing production,
through various grant programs and funding that often finances affordable housing projects
across the state, including the city of San Francisco.
State of California Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC)
The Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program is a program designed by
the State of California to ensure sustainable growth, based on directives from AB-32 and
SB-375, which outline the nature of how planning should approach the development of
affordable housing. The program essentially acts as a grant program that targets projects that
focus on serving vulnerable communities, such as disabled communities and low-income
communities that desperately need affordable housing to live. The program encourages cities to
apply for grant funding that would qualify under the requirements and guidelines outlined in the
program, to ensure that those that need the funding, will get the necessary financing for the
affordable housing to be produced.
The program is not just for affordable housing either but for a wide variety of projects,
such as environmental and transportation-based projects, which operates out of a budget deriving
from California’s Cap and Trade program (AHSC). California’s Cap and Trade program uses the
money gained from companies exchanging allowances for offset carbon credits and pushes them
towards affordable housing development. Nonprofits and cities apply for the grant through an
application process to gain the grants necessary to develop the affordable housing project
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(Enterprise). In 2020, the AHSC program awarded $552 million to 26 affordable housing
projects across California (Enterprise).
Federal Sources
Before the Taxpayer’s Revolt in the late 1970s and throughout most of the 1980s, the
Federal Government played a critical role in providing enough federal funding for financing
affordable housing. In recent decades after the Neoliberal turn in U.S. domestic policy, the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development has reduced funding towards affordable
housing development, which has left cities and states to rely on their revenues to finance
affordable housing production. In recent years, the U.S. government has made attempts to
increase funding into affordable housing production, but it still doesn’t meet the amount
necessary to fully produce enough affordable housing for the U.S. The following will explain the
breakdown of federal policy and programs that drive affordable housing production, and also
discuss how these federal sources go towards financing affordable housing, and some of the
issues that have come up within these federal programs.
Low Income Housing Tax Credit
The Low Income Housing Tax Credit is one of the major tax subsidies that contribute to
the construction and formation of an estimated 2 million affordable housing projects and
developments across the U.S. The program acts as a tax incentive for private developers and
nonprofit organizations alike to produce and create affordable rental housing complexes and has
cemented itself as a reliable source of funding for affordable housing development from the
federal level. The process to qualify for the tax credits is done through the California Tax
Allocation Committee, which oversees the application process for affordable housing projects
across California. However, the structure of this subsidy doesn’t help the overall issue that the
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affordable housing crisis in the Bay Area, and particularly for San Francisco, affects a large
portion of moderate and low-income households that are not identified within the communities
that the LIHTC aims to serve towards, and thus, they are often viewed as too rich to qualify for
the affordable housing projects, and at the same time, priced out of the markets. Since the LIHTC
is specifically designed to help very vulnerable communities, it consolidates itself into these
areas of extreme poverty and helps maintain an unintentional consequence of units built in
poorer areas.
Community Development Block Grants
The Community Development Block Grant is a federal-based program that helps
low-income communities and households be able to have access to decent housing, economic
opportunities, and healthy living environments. The program helps directly fund affordable
housing projects in historically underserved communities and experience wealth disparities
within their respective cities and counties. Usually, cities obtain 70% of the funding from the
federal government while the state gains the other 30% to equitably fund small towns and cities
that also need the funds (Gramlich 2). Usually, the need for the funds is based on how large the
city is, and how much of that population qualifies within the thresholds of low-income. How the
money is used is dependent on the policies and the projects that the cities themselves decide
(Gramlich 1). In the case of San Francisco, a large majority of the affordable housing projects
have been greatly beneficial to increase the affordable housing supply, while minimizing the
impacts of displacement and gentrification. The money in general goes through a channel of
funds that end up going towards 100% affordable housing projects, which helps finance a large
part of the costs that are involved in creating affordable housing units.
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Other Federal Sources
Most of the federal funding that is designated for affordable housing covers various parts
of the communities that are not able to afford their place, through Section 8 housing vouchers,
housing for people with disabilities programs, affordable housing funds, and various other
programs depending on each region. Section 8 vouchers are direct subsidies to low-income
households that can use them to obtain private-market rental spaces. Depending on the size of the
household, the voucher will be adjusted accordingly based on income and family size. There are
several programs the federal government employs to ensure there are subsidies for affordable
housing development specifically for vulnerable communities such as seniors and people with
disabilities, through a mix of affordable housing grants, which become affordable housing funds
within localities.
With many of these programs, overall funding has dramatically slowed and decreased
throughout the years, causing a higher demand for the programs to be scaled, but a lack of
commitment from the Federal Government to do so (S.F. Planning WPR 4). For over a decade,
from 2003 to 2016, federal discretionary spending for programs such as CDBGs and Section 8
has fallen dramatically (S.F. Planning WPR 5). At the same time, the amount of growth,
measured in terms of GDP, has not properly accounted for the higher demand in affordable
housing, creating gaps within the affordable housing space in the United States overall (S.F.
Planning WPR 5). Since federal funding has fallen over the years, localities such as the city of
San Francisco were forced to bear the brunt of expenses to churn out more affordable housing.
60% of the costs that go into an affordable housing project are often made up by the city through
various methods such as tax revenues, private investors that are often interested in creating more
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affordable housing, and various nonprofit organizations that help alleviate the costs that the city
often experiences (S.F. Planning WPR 17).
Perspectives on Affordable Housing in San Francisco
The affordable housing production system in San Francisco is largely tied to how feasible
a future affordable housing development is, and going through the complex system of approvals,
documentation, and finances to make sure the project is realistic enough for the city to be able to
finance. Ensuring that the project would serve the needs of the community, there is a long
process to gain the necessary political and economic will for the project to be able to make to a
more realistic stage of being planned out, looking to see how the construction costs are going to
be, how it is going to be managed, what the necessary financing needs to look like to keep the
operating costs sustainable, while at the same time, the prices and rents are going to below to be
considered affordable in the first place.
Looking at how this all functions, the affordable housing process is essential but also
majorly flawed when it comes to efficiently serving affordable housing needs. Between the pro
forma that TNDC had given on one of their recent projects, BRIDGE Housing’s lengthy process
to gain the necessary funding for 4840 Mission Street, and how the white paper report provided
publicly on the S.F. Planning website outlined the basic funding necessary for an affordable
housing development to take shape, there are major concerns regarding how lengthy the process
is, the costs of the project itself, the will to see the project through before interest wanes, it is
easy to see how cumbersome the process is. At the same time, there is another concern, which is
that by the time these projects are created, there are going to be people that have been displaced
regardless. The Affordable Housing Crisis is not just simply a matter of supply and demand, but
a race against time.
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Many in the community, such as Peter Cohen and Professor Welch, have expressed
concerns about having constantly more development coming into neighborhoods that may or
may not have the capability to incorporate more affordable housing. Professor Welch, throughout
his interview, stated the importance of incorporating a more democratic process into how
affordable housing development is handled and understanding the needs of the community first
before going ahead with more development, whether affordable or market-rate (Welch). Peter
Cohen of the Council of Community Housing Organizations, stated that the nature of the
production process leans towards a neoliberal view of how housing should be approach, when in
fact, this is simply not true, and that consistently, the market is a part of the problem when it
comes to providing enough housing for everyone (Cohen). Both Welch and Cohen represent the
concerns of the community, particularly for those who face a high risk of being displaced from
the city, and those that are facing a market that they are priced out of, and are frustrated with the
city’s lack of commitment to developing faster solutions towards creating more affordable
housing, rather than relying on market forces to supply enough of the affordable housing units.
Some, such as Executive Director Sam Moss of Mission Housing, and various government
officials, have expressed that the overall process, including opposition within the community,
contributes to the slow process of producing affordable housing. Sam Moss stated multiple times
within his interview about his desire to have affordable housing in every neighborhood to ensure
that everyone can have a place to live (Moss). He stated further that it would be a disservice to
the community to deny them the places that needed to be built for them to afford and having
them move farther away is detrimental to the city (Moss). At the same time, Mr. Moss also states
that he finds it necessary to have every method involved, such as inclusionary housing policy,
which he notes that one of the major drivers of affordable housing development is the will and
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the large financing that is brought in by private developers (Moss). But Mr. Moss is also critical
of how the policy development has turned out, stating that the overall process is inefficient and
slow and that more time is wasted on getting the necessary approvals compared to the time it
takes to construct an affordable housing complex (Moss). At the same time, there is a conflict
that both Welch and Moss point out. To have affordable housing, as Moss explains, there has to
be private development for the necessary money and the will to see affordable housing
development go through (Moss). Prof. Welch and Peter Cohen oppose this viewpoint, as they
find that the very issue of the affordable housing crisis is the idea that the city needs constant
development of market-rate housing to fund affordable housing(Cohen and Welch).
Final Thoughts on Financing Affordable Housing in San Francisco
Looking through the data, the numerous reports provided by the city from various
departments, the multiple interviews conducted with those that work in the affordable housing
spaces within San Francisco, there is a clear consensus that the current system has major flaws.
The challenges that the city faces are a matter of not if they can, but how they can overcome the
obstacles that they face in affordable housing. For years, the city has attempted to allocate large
amounts of funds to continue to develop the funds necessary to increase the amount of affordable
housing available, through a vast assortment of policies and grants that the city attempts to do,
whether its converting old hotels into single-room occupancies, building tiny homes in
abandoned lots, approving permits for residents to rent out rooms in a legal manner, allowing
developers to continue building more homes as long as they pay the necessary impact fees that
go towards affordable housing, and the list goes on (See Figure 9). With an expected shortfall in
affordable housing funding going forward to 2030, the city is desperate not only to maintain and
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preserve the existing affordable housing supply but to also maintain a constant and reliable
source of funding for future affordable housing development (See Figure 9).
In most of the interviews, and from the reports, there is a clear relationship of how
governance in San Francisco interacts with the finances of affordable housing development, in
which they do have goals regarding equity, but they are working within a system that objects to
that goal of equity. The market space within San Francisco is simply too toxic for the city to
realistically call for large amounts of money to push through development; they are simply too
outclassed and outgunned when it comes to constant funding and scaling up development when
the money seems to be thrown into a black hole, as nonprofits and private developers grow
increasingly hesitant to push through with affordable housing projects, let alone continue
developing in an expensive market space (See Figure 9). If the city is determined to face the
affordable housing crisis in front of them, it is time to commit the necessary funds, power, and
tools to make sure the process can effectively produce affordable housing, and maintain those
units for the foreseeable future.
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Part 4: Understanding the Current Affordable Housing Process and its Challenges
Equity within Fainstein’s concept of the “Just City”
This section will examine the overall landscape of how San Francisco finances affordable
housing through the lens of Fainstein’s definition of equity in her book, The Just City. In the
context of how San Francisco approaches financing affordable housing and understanding the
relationship between governing and finance when it comes to affordable housing, Fainstein
focuses her efforts on the use of equity to approach affordable housing (Fainstein 35-36). Equity,
in this sense, refers to the distribution of both material and nonmaterial goods that do not benefit
those that are already wealthy or well off (Fainstein 35). This concept of equity that Fainstein
defines and expands upon focuses on the idea that decisions that the city of San Francisco should
make, should be equitable; helping those that most need it, while at the same time, making sure
that those are already well-off, are not benefitting as much from policy decisions. It will be then
argued that San Francisco must take an equity-centered approach towards affordable housing,
that is not only based on promoting equitable policies, but at the same time, maintains the idea
that San Francisco can be a home not just only for those that are rich, but to everyone.
The Lens of Equity in San Francisco
San Francisco’s local government, after the Financial Crisis of 2008, has made efforts to
create more equitable outcomes when it comes to creating more affordable housing. As the city
continues to evolve into the more-developed and rapidly growing tech sector in the Bay Area,
San Francisco has been the most proactive when it comes to ensuring affordable housing is being
produced. However, much of the affordable housing that is being built has not kept up with the
demand that is needed to ensure that all of the people will have affordable housing to go to.
Instead, many of the dynamics that play out in the Bay Area have resulted in a high influx of
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people, especially communities of color, to be pushed outwards continuously as the inward
influx of wealthier households occupy the city of San Francisco. Market-rate housing has been
continuing to surge forth in development as San Francisco continues to evolve. The city
government has outlined and announced their commitment to housing equity, with $517 million
proposed on their HAS report (SF HAS 52). As a result of their strategies, the city aimed to have
5,000 newly constructed units built yearly, with 1,667 of those units being affordable housing
(SF HAS 12). With one-third of the new housing built being affordable, the city aimed to have at
least 50,000 affordable housing units built by 2050 (SF HAS 12). However, the city has not been
able to achieve its intended goals, with an estimated 23,765 households that are low-income
renters not being able to find affordable housing according to a 2020 report released by the
California Housing Partnership (Rosenfeld 1).
To achieve the idea of equity, Fainstein outlines that housing development has to be based
on affordable housing development, and not continuously developing market-rate housing
(Fainstein 172). Many advocates, such as Professor Calvin Welch, have stated that the focus of
the city has been still towards a neoliberal lens rather than a lens of equity (Welch). One of the
major issues that the city is still trying to overcome is that market-rate housing production has
still outpaced affordable housing production. Affordable housing has increasingly become more
favorable, with Professor Welch saying that the various propositions and bonds within the last
three years have been significant affordable housing wins (Welch). Propositions such as Prop. A
and Prop. E, which were propositions that placed money towards affordable housing
development passed with over 70% of the vote (Welch). These goals are significant, but only
time can tell if they make a significant enough impact to produce the necessary affordable
housing units to provide those that most need it.
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As for Fainstein, to further the idea of equity, as she outlines in the context of housing, is
to make sure that localities, such as the city of San Francisco, have to commit to scaling up
affordable housing significantly, without overriding the needs of the community. Constructing
any housing, whether market-rate or affordable, will have impacts on the community around the
proposed area, and thus, the city has to ensure that the project is given the full weight of
community discussion, and allow the participation of residents to promote the idea of equity. It is
understandable, as Professor Welch explains, there is always going to be a minor part of the
opposition to affordable housing, that will attempt to stall affordable housing on their own beliefs
and fears, which is completely expected, but disappointing to see all the same (Welch). However,
it has been occurring less and less throughout the years, and Lydia Tan notes that from her
perspective as a developer, affordable housing has been increasingly popular throughout recent
years in San Francisco, due to the nature of the city, and seeing how people are beginning to feel
the impacts of being in an increasingly wealthy area (Tan).
However, the approaches to affordable housing have been hotly debated, one of those
issues being whether the approach to affordable housing is a matter of just supply. Don Falk of
the Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation stated that the solution is ultimately not
just supply, but a matter of how the city can sustain a certain level of growth that ensures that
certain parts of the city are not being displaced while maintaining a sense of community all the
same (Falk). Professor Welch has also echoed the sentiment, that the city cannot just simply
produce affordable housing units without the consent of the community; community needs are
what the city needs to address directly (Welch). Some have argued, including those in
government and private sectors, that supply is ultimately the answer, with those that would argue
that the city faces a certain amount of demand that the city needs to meet by producing the
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necessary amount of affordable housing units to occupy them (Anon 1). In the context of equity,
there needs to be an understanding that while the city of San Francisco is facing a supply crisis in
terms of affordable housing, the city also needs to be sensitive about its actions towards what the
city plans to do within its communities. To simply produce the amount of affordable housing
needed ignores the root of the issue; the city is becoming too expensive to sustain living in, and
people are forced to leave the city entirely because of their limited options to continue living in a
city that many of them call home.
Concluding Thoughts on Equity in San Francisco
The city of San Francisco still maintains a neoliberal sense of how to drive up the
necessary affordable housing production to meet the demand, but in doing so, ignores the larger
crisis at hand. As the city continues to struggle to finance and produce more affordable housing,
the city also faces a crisis in terms of how people can continue to afford to live in the city. Within
the CHP’s report on affordable housing, they also show that low-income households are
burdened with high-rents, with 54% of the extremely low-income households paying more than
half of their income on housing costs compared to their counterparts with moderate to
above-moderate income (Rosenfeld 2). Fainstein would classify this as a failure of city policy,
how the process has ignored the needs of the communities the city was supposed to serve, and a
dereliction of the goal centered on equity. Equity is about serving those that need the help most
in terms of wealth, social mobility, and financial stability, not for those that are already
privileged to have all three of those economic factors.
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Impacts of the Tech Industry
Earlier in this capstone, I mentioned the use of reports about understanding the affordable
housing crisis. There have been several reports done about the scope of the affordable housing
crisis, one of them being a report from SPUR that outlines how the tech industry has impacted
the Bay Area. As the report presents, the Bay Area as a whole, not just San Francisco, has not
kept up with the booming population influxes, causing a massive shortage in affordable housing
units available (Karlinksy 13). This shortfall, as the report states, is said to be an estimated
486,500 affordable housing units below AMI that have not been built yet, compared to the only
42,500 affordable units that were built over the last 2 decades (Karlinsky 13). Understanding the
affordable housing crisis requires the acknowledgment that San Francisco, and the Bay Area as a
whole, have to face one of the major drivers of the crisis: large tech companies that have
dominated the local economy.
The early development and consolidation of the technology and computer science sectors
in the Bay Area also gave rise to the Tech Industry, now seen as one of the fastest-growing
sectors in the nation, and one of the major contributors of economic growth in the Bay Area,
aptly named Silicon Valley (Karlinsky 9). San Francisco is home to one of the engines of
economic growth and has attempted to manage that growth. Cities were faced with major issues
in terms of responding to the need for affordable housing (Karlinsky 10). Their revenues didn’t
give them much room to operate, and they couldn’t seek help from both state and federal levels
of governance since they didn’t have the funds either to push for more affordable housing
development. With this, the S.F. Planning Department responds to this specific problem within
their city by recognizing that prices have skyrocketed, and to mitigate the economic impacts of
large tech corporations, they would focus their funding and efforts on creating more affordable
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housing units, giving estimates of $517 million per year to create 1,000 affordable units and
preserving another 1,100 affordable units (SF Planning HAS 2). However, the HAS report also
expresses concerns if the city would be able to handle such a large task due to the large estimate
all committed towards affordable housing production and preservation (SF Planning HAS 2).
Lack of Government Funding to build expensive Affordable Housing
Historically, Silicon Valley was not affected badly by the Financial Crisis of 2008, at least,
for those that were financially strengthened by the already emerging tech economy in the Bay
Area. Since many of the jobs that dominated the Bay Area were secure tech jobs, their presence
ensured the recovery to be secure. However, in other job sectors of the Bay Area, economic
outlooks were grim. Various sectors of the middle class in the Bay Area had suffered immensely
from the Financial Crisis, with some losing their jobs and their homes, and dealing with a high
cost of living in a prosperous valley (Karlinsky 13). From 2008 to 2018, median area household
income shifted from below $60,000, to upwards of $90,000 (Karlinsky 9). Median rents rose
across all counties within the Bay Area region, with some seeing dramatic rises from $1,000 to
nearly $2,000 per month (Karlinsky 11). City governments were dealing with the shortfalls in
their budgets since large parts of their local economies were falling apart at the seams. Middle
and lower-class households that weren’t able to recover from the Financial Crisis, and not able to
keep up with the dramatic rise in the cost of living were forced to either file for bankruptcy, and
sometimes, be evicted and become homeless for long durations (Karlinsky 13). Some would
never see their lives come back to normal after the crash in 2008, but the Bay Area as a whole
recovered and began to continue to grow, becoming one of the wealthiest regions in the U.S. The
affordable housing crisis was exacerbated by this growth, as the cost of living grew, as more
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market-rate homes were being developed, a larger part of the Bay Area began to realize that they
could not continue to live in such an expensive area any longer.
For city governments to be able to respond effectively to the rising demand for affordable
housing, they started to secure funding through a series of grants and tax credits to nonprofit
organizations to push for increased affordable housing supply (See Figure 3). This method of
affordable housing development is widely seen in San Francisco, and nonprofit developers have
been widely recognized as successful outcomes in terms of not only developing affordable
housing but also managing affordable housing projects as well (S.F. NTR 18). Many of these
organizations rely on one important source; money. San Francisco has continuously provided the
funds, but the organizations rely on these sources of income to fully operate and maintain
affordable housing development, which involves high costs, which makes it politically difficult
and slow to constantly churn out affordable housing units (S.F. NTR 18). One of the major
charges that San Francisco has been dealing with is the lack of federal funding, which is in large
part, due to decline in state funding, with increased reliance on federal funding(See Figure 10).
Figure 10: Funding for Housing in San Francisco County
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Opposition against Affordable Housing Development
In various conversations throughout the reports, there is an acknowledgment of the
opposing forces that are against affordable housing from being developed. These various factions
are addressed through the perspectives of both the local government and those that have seen
firsthand what the opposition looks like. One of the major and more notable factions in this
affordable housing conversation is the NIMBYs, short for “Not In My Backyard”. As the name
explains for itself, this faction is simply against the development of affordable housing within
their space. Many of these arguments derive from the concern that bringing in more housing
development would make the Bay Area more crowded and contribute to more people moving
into a place that is already, in their minds, overpopulated. One of their more common arguments
is the fear that this would negatively change their communities. The reality of this faction is that
they do not want to incorporate change into their neighborhood; they do want more affordable
housing being built, but not in their part of the city. In recent years, rapid political shifts in
California have made this voice a rarity due to the more progressive politics that have been
taking root for years in the Bay Area.
Since the Bay Area is limited in space, there is a voice of concern and opposition from
environmentalists, who often are concerned about how too much of this development would
impact the environment that is in the Bay Area, and especially in a city like San Francisco. They
use a form of appeal that has been known to slow down housing production known as CEQA.
CEQA stands for the California Environmental Quality Act, which was a statute that forced local
and state governments to follow a procedure of analysis and reporting that examined the
potential environmental impact of a developing project, such as new market-rate housing or
affordable housing projects. Unfortunately, this set of regulatory procedures has slowed down
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major affordable housing projects in the past, but it has not become a source of contention for the
last decade, as affordable housing development has grown in large support, especially in a
progressive city like San Francisco, where the demand for affordable housing is recognized to be
a matter of great importance. These shifts, however, in the overall sense of the crisis, do not
change the outcomes that San Francisco is currently experiencing. Much of the crisis lies and has
always been, within the problematic system of affordable housing development.
So why is it so slow?
Many of the people that were interviewed all expressed that the current system was simply
too slow to be able to keep up with the demand that the city faced. Executive Director Sam Moss
and Professor Lydia Tan both shared the sentiment regarding the overall system of how we
produce affordable housing. For Professor Lydia Tan, many of her gripes with the overall system
include going past the initial costs that make the development worthwhile and sustainable for a
project to take place and the many obstacles and hoops that a project has to jump through before
getting approved delay the time for the project to be approved and constructed (Tan). Many of
the stresses that dominate the current system seem to be systematically placed processes and
procedures that often delay a project unless it passes the requirements, such as safety codes,
costs, environmental impacts, economic impacts, and the list goes on when it comes to ensuring
the viability of an affordable housing project (Tan). The longer the process, the more cost is
added to the overall cost of an affordable housing project, and time is money in the end.
For Sam Moss, his sentiment is the same, but he goes further, saying that the overall
system is so inefficient, the approval process takes definitively longer than the actual
construction process (Moss). Sam Moss is the Director of Mission Housing in San Francisco, and
his insights have been derived from working in the affordable housing space for about 10 years.
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Many of the flaws have always been inefficient, as Moss states repeatedly throughout the
interview, but he also discusses that the system is working as designed. He says that as flawed as
the system is, no one can deny the importance of the private real estate markets that drive the
necessary money to churn out affordable housing development (Moss). The system, as it is right
now, needs the necessary private development to reliably fund the affordable housing
development, which ties in with Professor Tan, who has also stated that the reason that the
affordable housing development is sluggish and inefficient, is because of the difficulties of
developing market-rate housing within the Bay Area (Tan).
However, Professor Welch also states that the safeguards that the city employs are seen as
measures to ensure that a project is viable and qualified so that it meets the needs of the
community (Welch). Welch goes on to say that constant development isn’t always the answer,
and that supply is indeed part of the solution, but it shouldn’t be the whole solution, same with
Mission Housing Director Sam Moss, TNDC Director Don Falk, and various other individuals
within government. The balance is difficult to achieve because even though the stopgaps are
well-intentioned to protect the communities that affordable housing projects aim to serve, the
delays and the long-winded hoops that they have to jump through are often intimidating to
developers.
Affordable housing projects, in general, are not designed to be profitable, which brings
about major difficulties in not only development costs but operating costs after completion as
well. The hesitance and the lack of will to see these projects through the long-term often
contribute to years that developers are not willing to commit to. As Professor Lydia Tan states,
real-estate developers are not in a position to sit around for so long to finally gain approval on
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one of their projects when they have other options to build elsewhere without facing so many
obstacles (Tan).
Dissecting the 2 main avenues for Affordable Housing to be created
Inclusionary Housing Development
Within the affordable housing production process, 2 methods produce the necessary supply
of affordable housing units. The first major source of units produced is through inclusionary
housing policies. Inclusionary housing is the idea that cities can enact policies that allow the use
of market-driven forces to produce low-income and affordable housing. Using real estate
developers to continue the construction and development of market-rate housing, while having to
place a ratio for developers to also build a portion of their allotted housing development to be
affordable housing. In theory, this sounds like an efficient way for affordable housing to be
developed with the use of real estate developers that want to build market-rate housing.
However, depending on how the ratio is agreed upon, and how much affordable housing is asked
for, there are still issues, since market-rate housing is being developed faster and in higher supply
compared to affordable housing, which doesn’t solve the issue of the lack of affordable housing
units to meet the demand.
100% Affordable Housing Production
The other source for affordable housing production is through various methods of grants
and funds set aside for 100% affordable housing development. This is just directly supplying and
constructing affordable housing units without any complications. How this is produced is
through a series of loans, grants, and credits that places the money in the hands of city-funded
organizations that are responsible for developing and allocating the resources and the land to
manage affordable housing complexes, or to directly construct new affordable housing units.
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Sometimes, many of these organizations play both roles to maintain and grow a limited supply of
affordable housing. Unfortunately, as mentioned before, the decline in both federal and state
funding has placed heavy burdens on localities to make up the costs of continuous development
for affordable housing (See Figure 10).
Average Funding Stack for Financing Affordable Housing
Looking at the S.F. Planning White Report about the affordable housing financing system
demonstrates the reliance on private entities and market forces to drive the necessary
development for affordable housing. The average funding stack for an affordable housing project
in San Francisco, depending on how large the project is, and excluding the land costs, totals
about $700,000 (See Figure 4). Looking at the two case studies, it is difficult to deny that the
remaining amount that needed to be financed for the projects to be feasible had to be taken care
of through private financial entities and capital accrued through market forces. This heavy
reliance results in the fact that the city needs to allow market-rate development, as demonstrated
by the over 25,000 market-rate units produced from 2006 to 2018 (See Figure 5).
Figure 4: Average Funding Stack for an Affordable Housing Project in S.F.
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Figure 5: Total Annual Housing Production in S.F. by Housing Type

As Sam Moss stated repeatedly throughout the interview, no one can deny that for
affordable housing to occur, there has to be willing market-rate development to fund it (Moss).
Advocates, such as Prof. Welch and Peter Cohen will argue that this should not be the case and
that there needs to be more funding that can be allocated at the local, state, and federal levels to
balance (Cohen and Welch). At the same time, it is difficult to deny that such a solution could be
considered because of how the system functions. Both federal and local governments shoulder
the massive burden of providing the most capital and funding to affordable housing on average,
with each chipping in their forty percent of the costs, making the remaining twenty percent of the
costs be through state funds or private entities (See Figure 6). In the two case studies, the city has
demonstrated that they are providing large amounts of financing to get affordable housing done,
but this requires a long process to gain the necessary approvals, and a heavy reliance on willing
private financial entities to make affordable housing development realistic.
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Figure 6: Example of the Breakdown of how affordable housing projects are financed

Conclusions on the Affordable Housing Process
Understanding the clashes within the affordable housing conversation about policy
approaches, critiques of the affordable housing production process, and the different approaches
suggested to streamline it, the issue regarding how affordable housing is financed stands out.
Hearing from multiple people that are involved in the processes of getting affordable housing
units produced and provided to the city of San Francisco, there is a clear need for the process to
be streamlined, but there isn’t a consensus on how this will be played out in terms of policy
development. Many of the obstacles lie within the financial will to provide affordable housing,
which is just as expensive to construct as market-rate housing, and harder still to maintain over a
long time.
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Complexities both within how the project is financed, and how the project maintains
affordable rents while being sustainable are numerous, and the finances often require more
funding throughout the whole process. Challenges and delays within the approval process drive
up the costs more as the city grapples with the impacts of the development, and opposition from
the community, particularly for those that see affordable housing in a slighted view, often
continue to contribute to delays, although the narrative about affordable housing is slowly
changing in San Francisco. All at the same time, there are still significant demands to be met, as
low-income communities, particularly communities of color, are still facing continuous pressure
to find affordable living, but are forced to be displaced farther from their place of work (See
Figure 11).
Figure 11: Affordable Housing Shortfall and Cost-Burdened Households
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Policy Recommendations
This section will offer some policy recommendations, deriving from both the number of
insights provided through the interviews with affordable housing advocates, deriving
observations from the data gathered from various government reports, analysis by nonprofit
organizations, and advocacy reports that have gathered data about the vulnerable communities
that live in San Francisco. With this, there are some policy recommendations the city should
explore and consider:
Developing Neighborhoods and Communities, not just units
Refining zoning laws that help push for more affordable housing development in more
neighborhoods as seen fit. Mr. Moss and the various government officials have noted that the
zoning laws are set up to benefit single-family homes in various neighborhoods across San
Francisco (Moss). The history of zoning in San Francisco has been complex, but the results are
that in terms of developing affordable housing, San Francisco already faces challenges
geographically, and thus looks to regional solutions, but also the fact that there are parts of San
Francisco that are systematically designed to discourage affordable housing altogether. The
sentiment has changed over time when it comes to introducing density in neighborhoods that
never had buildings multiple stories tall that gave more places for more people to live, but the
obstacles are there.
There are always going to be voices of opposition that will say their piece about what they
think about affordable housing, that is certainly almost always the case, as Mr. Moss likes to
point out during his time in San Francisco, that the voices of opposition have been largely
uninformed about the gravity of the situation, often hold racial biases and stereotypes to a
population that is largely vulnerable and are not able to have the privilege to simply move to
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another place (Moss). On the other hand, voices in the community can’t simply be ignored,
because the goal of the city is to maintain and allow neighborhoods and communities to flourish,
not simply be dictated by numerical values of how much should go where. Zoning law reforms
should be examined, but it should also rely on whether the communities in San Francisco,
wherever they may be, want to have these developments be made, cause simply put, whether its
market-rate or affordable, the nature of development always involves displacement, and it
depends on how these practices are approached to mitigate it.
Exemption of CEQA and Streamlining application process for Affordable Housing
Overlooking the affordable housing production process involves a complex series of
applications, proposals, and approvals that take too long, and contribute to the inefficiencies. If
the process can be reduced to a singular application, it would dramatically reduce the cost of
time, and rapidly effectively produce more affordable housing. The process for this should be
done within a singular roof, from start to finish when it comes to planning, financing, and
development of affordable housing to reduce obstacles from internal and external forces. The
result for a new local institution would be the beginnings of a land bank, or to go beyond that, a
public financial institution that operates independently, has democratic engagement with the
local populace of San Francisco, and be reflective of the ideals to pursue social and economic
justice in San Francisco.
Pushing towards expansive Federal Funding through Advocacy
Pushing towards policy advocacy at the federal level to begin to have more funding head
into the Department of Housing and Urban Development. The White Paper report provided by
S.F. Planning demonstrates the dire need for money to be allocated from the federal level of
governance. Lately, the nature of that funding has changed, but HUD still faces largely
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difficulties in committing enough funds to be able to effectively tackle affordable housing issues
not just in San Francisco, but across the nation. Everyone in the various interviews has noted
specifically that the city wouldn’t be faced in such a perilous position if the federal government
had a heavier commitment and larger grants and funding to effectively address affordable
housing inequities in cities. The city, along with nonprofit organizations and advocacy
movements alike should work together to build a political coalition, and begin to push on
Congress to allocate more money into HUD, to not only recover the money lost from programs
such as Section 8 vouchers, housing for disabilities, and various other low-income programs, but
also begin to expand on these programs to effectively address the millions of households who are
burdened in their homes facing financial instability, and making sure everyone can be housed.
Ensuring Exposures through Universal Basic Income
Developing a city-based basic income to all residents of San Francisco based on revenues
from the large Tech Industry through a data usage taxation system to ensure residents, from the
lowest income threshold to the highest, that all will be guaranteed a basic income of $600 a
month. Directly placing the money into the hands of residents will enrich the local economy no
matter the circumstances. Stockton has demonstrated that the basic income program works and
that people often note that it takes the edge off their daily lives, and they’re able to not worry as
much about their finances. At the same time, the city of San Francisco is fairly large, and having
a basic income program would raise concerns about how the policy would be implemented, and
where would the money come from. Since many of the sectors have been ruinously unprepared
about the sudden rise of the Tech Industry, it would perhaps be interesting to examine the future
of San Francisco, and how the government views issues such as data usage and information.
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Data as a property right is a fairly new phenomenon, and not much work has been done on
how to deal with the sudden influx of how these massive corporations buy and sell data in large
packets, unbeknownst to much of the public. It would be beneficial for San Francisco to lead the
way on how data as a property right would play out, and how residents would benefit in
exchange for producing and allowing their data to be used by massive corporations such as
Google and Apple, that they were financially compensated constantly by being given a data
check, almost similar to a stimulus check, but just for participating in the process of creating and
giving data and information about their usage to these tech companies. Basic income is not a new
phenomenon whatsoever, but it has been demonstrated to at least alleviate the pains that many
households face when it comes to unexpected expenses, and is ensured to have a steady flow of
income, particularly for low-income communities, would help support these vulnerable
communities.
The City of San Francisco Public Bank for Streamlining Affordable Housing Finance
Creating a City of San Francisco Public Bank, with one of its main focuses to oversee the
affordable housing development process, will provide the necessary foundations to streamline
and stabilize affordable housing development. The public bank should be tasked with managing
the financing of community-based affordable housing developments and maintaining those
developments by ensuring enough funding is going into the various nonprofit organizations that
manage affordable housing developments across the city. By utilizing the major financial
challenges by bringing it under the city’s jurisdiction, the city can streamline the difficulties for
developers and nonprofits alike to acquire the necessary land and go through the long process of
approval and financing and leave it to the city to consolidate the process of financing and land
acquisition under one roof.
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Due to the nature of how the overall affordable housing system functions, and the
complexities of how the city can obtain financing through a mix of state and federal subsidies,
private funding from various charities, organizations, and companies, along with various
methods to raise money from revenues and measures, the city continues to face a lag in
streamlining the process of affordable housing development. Rather than involving so many
variables and agencies to work out the financing portion, it would make sense to consolidate the
role into a singular entity. The Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, the Mayor’s
Office of Housing and Community Development, and the S.F. Planning Department have their
roles of affordable housing development spread out, but there needs to be a dedicated arm that
can reliably obtain the necessary financing and funding in a smoother process rather than just
having patched methods to obtain financing.
The only state that has a public bank is North Dakota, where it is extremely popular, but
also not quite in the same form of function that San Francisco would be. The North Dakota
Public Banking system manages most of the state’s home mortgages and ensures their residents’
reliable financial services without the incentive to charge fees and transactions negatively. The
Public Bank in North Dakota has been held back in terms of its role and scope for years thanks to
wealthy interests and pressure from privately-owned financial institutions. In San Francisco’s
case, this presents a rare opportunity for a public bank to be able to occupy a space that most
financial institutions wouldn’t be too poised to take on, which is to spur affordable housing
development. There are some details and understandings to work out in terms of how the public
bank would function overall, but in the respective affordable housing space, a public bank that
would manage the affordable housing fund and secure the necessary financing for affordable
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housing development would alleviate the process and issues that often face affordable housing
development.
Beyond affordable housing finance, there is the issue of how San Francisco has
approached wealth inequality and economic inequities within the conversation of the affordable
housing crisis. Vulnerable communities face massive challenges to living sustainably within the
city, and establishing a public bank would give them financial security. The City of San
Francisco Public Bank could be able to create universal bank accounts to keep families
financially secure, no matter their income level. The goal of this will be to try and secure as
many households as possible to ensure financial stability and economic security. In the context of
affordable housing, giving households more financial stability can help close the wealth gaps and
strengthen more social and economic equity, especially for communities of color.
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Conclusion
San Francisco’s approaches to affordable housing have been a demonstration of the
impacts that San Francisco has experienced with its rapid industrialization of the tech sector, the
massive influx of capital in the city, and the high cost of living that has come from it. San
Francisco has become a victim of its success. With the tech sector continuing to grow and
develop for the long, foreseeable future, questions have been raised about whether San Francisco
could continue to operate in such a manner, with many parts of its communities living on the
edge of financial instability, and many moving out, disillusioned by what their home has become.
The rapid rise in the tech-working population has overpowered those that were born and raised in
San Francisco and lived for generations, and many of them spend a good part of their lifetimes in
the city. San Francisco now faces its consequences in which as its communities continue to be
economically ravaged by the success the city has introduced, it has exacerbated its problems
from before.
San Francisco is not alone in its woes, as affordable housing is an issue that stems across
the United States, a growing sign of the wealth inequality that exists. As the wealthy few
continue to see their success grow, those who are less unfortunate can barely pay enough of their
basic expenses to live. This economic inequality is seen plainly throughout San Francisco, as
homeless roam through the streets, and during the pandemic, it has become ever so clear that San
Francisco still has a lot of work to do when it comes to achieving the goals of equity, diversity,
and economic justice.
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Figures

Figure 1: How much funding the Federal Government has spent on Housing Assistance
Programs

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 5
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Figure 2: Funding for CDBG and HOME Programs falling over the years

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 5
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Figure 3: San Francisco’s Funding in the Past

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 8
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Figure 4: How Affordable Housing is Funded Currently

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 17

Figure 5:

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 10
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Figure 6: Example of the Breakdown of how affordable housing projects are financed

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 17
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Figure 7: Types of Affordable Housing being built based on Area Median Income

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 12
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Figure 8: Planned Amounts of Affordable Housing Funding Needed by the City

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 28
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Figure 9: Affordable Housing Funding Going Forward

Source:https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/housing/affordability-strategy/HAS_Af
fordable%20Housing%20White%20Paper_Final.pdf
Pg. 30
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Figure 10: Funding for Housing in San Francisco County

Source: https://chpc.net/resources/san-francisco-county-housing-need-report-2020/
Pg. 2
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Figure 11: Affordable Housing Shortfall and Cost-Burdened Households

Source: https://chpc.net/resources/san-francisco-county-housing-need-report-2020/
Pg. 2
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Glossary:
Area median income (AMI): middle point of a particular region’s income distribution.
Displacement: An involuntary or coerced movement of a person or people away from their
home.
Equity (Finance): The value of a mortgaged property after deduction of charges against it
Equity (Principle): According to Feinstein, refers to a distribution of both material and
nonmaterial benefits that result from public policy that does not favor those who are already well
off.
Gentrification: The process whereby the character of a poor urban area is changed by wealthier
people moving in, improving housing, and attracting new businesses, typically displacing current
inhabitants in the process.
Housing Choice Vouchers: The federal government's major program for assisting very
low-income families, the elderly, and the disabled to afford decent, safe, and sanitary housing in
the private market.
Low income housing tax credits (LIHTC): A tax subsidy that focuses on the acquisition,
construction, and development of affordable rental housing for low- and moderate-income
tenants.
Market rate housing: Housing that is valued on the real estate market, and fluctuates depending
on the demand for housing.
Mixed-use: A building or development that serves one or more uses and/or purposes, such as a
multi-family housing complex, urban village, and retail centers.
Pro Forma: A document that outlines financial projections of a particular project or a business
decision.
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Public housing/housing projects: Housing that is built by the government specifically for low
and moderate income households and vulnerable communities.
Rent-burdened: An issue where a household is spending, as per federal guidelines, 30% or more
of their income on their rent.
Rent control: Laws and policies that attempt to limit the growth of rent costs, usually capping
rent raises to a limited percentage per year.
Subsidized affordable housing: Housing that uses tax credits funded by the local, state, and/or
federal government in order to keep rents affordable.
Tax-Increment Financing: A tool used by municipal governments to stimulate economic
development in a targeted geographical area. When a TIF district is established, the “base”
amount of property tax revenue is recorded using the status quo before improvements. To the
extent such efforts are successful, property values rise, leading to an increase in actual property
tax receipts above the base. While the base amount of property tax revenue (the level before
redevelopment investments) continues to fund city services, the increase in tax revenue is used to
pay bonds and reimburse investors and is often captured as city revenue and allocated toward
other projects.
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Interview Protocols
The interview protocol should include the following:
*A generalizable script for reviewing the consent guidelines. Please remember that at the time of
the interview, you should already have in hand the consent form. Even though they have read and
signed it, it is important to review the consent guidelines and what rights they have.
*A set of interview questions, in an order that makes sense, and potential follow up questions.
*A generalizable script for ending the interview.
Introductory Script: Hello, and thanks for agreeing to this interview. This helps greatly towards
my research capstone about affordable housing, so your input is greatly appreciated. I just want
to go over some questions regarding your...
Concluding Script: Well that concludes the interview, thanks very much for your time, and
thanks again for making the time to talk with me today about this topic. I was just wondering
before I go, if there were any questions for me. If not, then I would like to ask if there was
anyone else I should speak to.
● If no: That’s alright, again, thanks very much for your time, and I’ll let you know most
definitely if there are any looming questions, I’ll be glad to follow up with you if I have
any.
● If yes: Well that’s good to know, and is it ok if I mention that you referred me to them?
Thanks again for the interview, it has greatly contributed to the bulk of the research of
this project. I’ll be sure to follow up with you if necessary if there are questions from here
on out. Thanks again.
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Non-Profit Organizations
Nonprofit organizations play a crucial role in helping not only create affordable housing, but also
specialize in managing affordable housing. Their relationship with the government in terms of
funding is focused on developing more units and having an entity that doesn’t operate under the
premise of profit but places the needs of creating and managing affordable housing first.
Goals for Research:
● Understanding the role that nonprofits play in how they contribute to the creation of
affordable housing
● Challenges and obstacles they face in facing affordable housing management and creation
● Issues that they run into while participating in the process of affordable housing
● Description of the process they go through to obtain the means of funding affordable
housing projects, and their relationship with local government and other funding
resources
Questions:
● How does the relationship between nonprofit organizations and the government function
when it comes to creating and managing affordable housing production?
● How is affordable housing created under the premise of a nonprofit organization?
● What are some of the obstacles that face affordable housing-centric nonprofits when it
comes to producing affordable housing?
● Is there a better way for nonprofits to combat the issue of affordable housing?
● How should this framework of housing as a human right be placed into practice?

Real Estate Developers
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For-Profit Real estate developers are one of the influential players when it comes to not only
affordable housing, but developing housing in the Bay Area. They are foremost on how real
estate should be developed, and are financially powerful. Understanding their perspective is
useful to understand how real estate markets function and operate in the Bay Area.
Goals for Research:
● Understanding the real estate markets in the Bay Area
● How they view the affordable housing crisis and their approach real estate development
in the Bay Area
● Understanding why the Bay Area is so expensive to build in and what drives real estate
developers to develop office space and expensive housing when there appears to be a lack
of more affordable housing
● Ask their perspectives of the “housing as a human right” movement
Questions:
● From the perspective of a real estate developer, how difficult is it to build housing in the
Bay Area compared to other similar regions?
● There’s a lot of talk about affordable housing issues in the Bay Area, but what are your
views on this issue?
● Why is it so expensive to build housing in the Bay Area, let alone affordable housing?
● Do you think that deregulation of the housing sector would streamline the process of
affordable housing production, and making housing cheaper?
● How do real estate developers feel about the idea of housing as a human right?

Government/Public Sector
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Focus Questions on how they develop certain policies. Depending on their role within the
organization, have them explain their role in policy development and explain their influence in
the affordable housing conversation.
Goals:
● How the government views the affordable housing crisis, and the policies they have done
over the years
● Their relationships with the real estate, financial, and nonprofit sectors
● What is their current approach to creating more affordable housing, and what obstacles
do they identify
● What do they hope to achieve going forward in terms of policy and budgeting towards
more affordable housing
Questions:
● What does the affordable housing crisis look like in San Francisco, from your
perspective?
● Are there any significant changes going forwards in terms of policy that you think S.F.
should enact in order to address this growing need for affordable housing?
● What do you think about this relationship between governing and finance when it comes
to affordable housing?
● Do you think that part of the issue regarding affordable housing is that it's too expensive
to build, or are there other obstacles not many people seem to talk about?
● How do you feel about the idea of housing as a human right in practice, and what are
some of the challenges in applying this framework policy-wise?
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